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P R O C E E D I N G S

Monday, April 26, 2021                         1:40 p.m.

THE COURT:  All right.  Mr. Bryk?  Are you ready?

MR. BRYK:  Thank you, Judge.  I see that there

are a great many people here who have the last name

Ollinger and some of the things I'm going to say are

not going to be terribly pleasant and I can only say

I'm sorry.

My name is Ken Bryk.  I'm a Bar counsel with the

Florida Bar.  I work out of the Orlando branch of the

Florida Bar.

On Thursday April 22, 2021, at 3:19 p.m, we

prefiled a memorandum of law for sanctions and copies

of all the case law.  Judge, did you receive that?

THE COURT:  I did.

MR. BRYK:  And Mr. McGinley, did you receive

that?  Yes, he did.  Okay.
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Currently, the Respondent is under an order of

emergency suspension.  And at the guilt hearing last

week, the Judge found, I mean, Judge Sweet, I

apologize, you found at least misappropriation and a

failure to properly use settlement statements.  I

would submit that the record, which is rather lengthy

that we provided to the Court, as well as the

testimony and the Respondent's answer, I believe every

rule has been proven and I would ask the Court to just

carefully consider the record, Respondent's answer,

and the testimony from last week.

Judge, did I provide you with a copy of the

transcript from last week?  Judge Sweet?

THE COURT:  Yeah.  I'm    I don't think so.

MR. BRYK:  All right.  Mr. McGinley, I provided

that to you, didn't I?

MR. McGINLEY:  Yes, I've got it.

MR. BRYK:  All right.  I apologize.
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THE COURT:  Wait.  I think you did.  I think you

did.  Yeah.

MR. BRYK:  You have it?  Okay.  Thank you, Judge.

All right.

I am again going to apologize for submitting a 23

page memorandum of law as to sanctions.  That is not

something I normally do because it tends to be a

little repetitive and I will pare this down to what is

essential.

In Florida, the standard for imposing lawyer

sanctions as set forth by the Supreme Court of

Florida, recommends that when imposing lawyer

sanctions, the referee, the Court; the parties should

consider the duties violated, the lawyer's mental

health, the potential or actual injury from the

lawyer's conduct and the existence of aggravating and

mitigating circumstances.  And that would also apply

to the Board of Governors, the Florida Bar who
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instructs me as to what recommendations should be made

in any case.

Under Standard 1.2(a), injury is defined as harm

to a client, the public, the legal system or the

profession which results from a lawyer's misconduct.

The level of injury can range from serious injury to

little or no injury.  A reference to injury alone

indicates any level of injury greater than little or

no injury.

Madam court reporter, if I tend to go too fast,

occasionally I'm going to be reading some material,

please, stop me.  I want to create a proper record. I

apologize, Your Honor.

Potential injury is defined under Standard

1.2(e).  And that's harm to the client, the public,

the legal system or profession, that is reasonably

foreseeable at the time the lawyer's misconduct

occurs, and but for some intervening factor or event,
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would probably have resulted from the lawyer's

conduct.  And I think the definitions of injury and

potential injury are extremely important here.

Further, intent under Standard 1.2(b), is defined

as the conscious objective or the purpose to

accomplish a particular result.  But the Supreme Court

of Florida has interpreted that standard and it is

met, in order to satisfy the element of intent, it

must only be shown that the conduct was deliberate or

knowing.  And that's from The Florida Bar v.

Fredericks, F R E D E R I C K S, 731 So.2d. 1249, 1252

Florida 1999.

The motive behind the action is not the

determinative factor.  Rather, it's whether the

attorney deliberately or knowingly engaged in the

activity which constitutes misconduct.

Standard 1.2(c) defines knowledge as the

conscious awareness of the nature or attendant
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circumstances of the conduct.  The Supreme Court of

Florida has indicated that any sanction that's

recommended or imposed must be, one, fair to the

disciplined attorney, being sufficient punishment

while at the same time, encouraging rehabilitation;

two, it must be fair to the society in terms of

protecting the public from unethical conduct.  And at

the same time, not denying the public the services of

qualified lawyer.  And very importantly, it must be

severe enough to deter others who might be tempted to

engage in similar violations.

That's from The Florida Bar versus Liberman, L I

B E R M A N, 43 So.3d. 36, 39.  Florida 2010.

Now, the standard for imposing lawyer sanctions

as defined by the Supreme Court of Florida, and these

aggravating factors are specifically important in this

case:
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3.2(b)(1), prior disciplinary offenses.

Respondent has a lengthy history for having engaged in

similar misconduct.  The misconduct ranges from the

1980s through six years ago.  The Court views

cumulative misconduct more serious than an isolated

incident of misconduct and cumulative misconduct of a

similar nature more harshly than dissimilar conduct.

In The Florida Bar v. Ollinger from 1985, the

Respondent received a public reprimand pursuant to a

conditional guilty plea for misapplication of client

trust funds.  He received    the Respondent had

received personal injury settlement funds which were

deposited into the trust account.  The Respondent

delegated a nonlawyer employee all responsibility for

maintaining the trust account records, with little or

no oversight.  And the employee made erroneous

disbursements against the client trust funds.
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During two depositions and during his testimony

last week, the Respondent indicated that he was the

only party who had control over the trust account. In

the 1985 case, an employee made the disbursements.

Here, the Respondent made the disbursements.

In Florida v. Ollinger from 1986, pursuant to a

conditional guilty plea, he received, the Respondent

received a 60 day suspension and a three year period

of probation and had to make restitution to some

clients.

Again, the Bar arose from the    the case arose

from the Bar's audit of the Respondent's trust account

conducted after the close of the prior proceeding.

The audit determined that the Respondent failed to

maintain his trust account in substantial minimum

compliance with the rules regulating the Florida Bar.

Last week, the Bar's CPA, Matt Herdeker,

testified at length that the Respondent's trust
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account was not in substantial minimum compliance with

the rules regulating the Florida Bar.

In the 1986 case, he charged a clearly excessive

fee for collection of personal injury protection

benefits based upon deposits made by    through a

contingency fee contract.  There, the Respondent

failed to prepare and maintain some executed closing

statements and during this proceeding, there was

testimony at length from Mr. Herdeker and from the

Respondent, himself, as to the preparation and use of

closing statements and contingency matters, personal

injury matters and it appears that Mr. Ollinger didn't

learn anything from the 1980 cases where he was

disciplined, which is very significant.  Yet he did it

all again.

There, the only difference would be that the

recordkeeping deficiencies were the result of the

delegation to a nonlawyer employee without adequate
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supervision and training for the maintenance of the

trust account.  And here, of course, we know that

Mr. Ollinger was the only party who disbursed funds

from trust.

In 2006, Mr. Ollinger was publically reprimanded

for the manner in which he handled a suit pursuant to

the American with Disabilities Act, where he added a

claim for damages under the Florida Civil Rights Act

that was not available to his client.  In response to

the Court's order to show cause, he subsequently

dismissed the claim seeking damages and acknowledged

that his client had not exhausted his civil remedies.

And again, there the Respondent neglected to fully

comply with the requirements pursuant to discovery,

pleadings and notarization.

Under 3.2(b)(2), an aggravating factor is

dishonest or selfish motive.  Here, the Respondent

took $15,000 of someone else's money; $5,000 of which
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were the client's PIP settlements where if you do

review that contingency fee agreement there, it

specifically said that the Respondent was not entitled

to any of the PIP results, and he's not entitled to

any of the PIP, the PIP settlement results and he took

the $5,000.

Also, although he may have noticed the client of

a $10,000 receipt, he did not notify the client of the

$5,000 receipt.  He then took all of these funds under

some, under his claim that it was going to be expended

in anticipation of a civil suit to be held on behalf

of his client in a similarly situated mobile home

occupant in a mobile home park.  So he, he disbursed

these funds to himself in a manner that they were not

held.  All funds held in trust can only be disbursed

for the purpose if they're held in trust.  If there is

dispute as to those trust    as to those, those funds,

the Respondent has an opportunity to bring on a
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proceeding after he's withdrawn, to either obtain

those funds or at least have judicial review.  But

here, of course, the $5,000 in PIP funds would never

be    he would never have an entitlement to those.

Under 3.2(b)(4), multiple offenses, the

complaint, the answer, the testimony you heard last

week reflected multiple offenses in multiple areas of

the law and multiple rule violations.

3.2(b)(10), indifference to making restitution.

The Respondent, for some reason, believes he was

entitled to those $15,000 because he may have earned

it as costs in that case.  Or he was going to use them

as costs for some future contemplated case involving

the people who live in the mobile home park.  But, of

course, that's not why the monies were being held.

3.2(b)(9), substantial experience in the practice

of law.  The Respondent, I believe, testified several

times that he has 40 plus years of experience as a
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practitioner.  He was admitted in 1977.  He should be

familiar with the rules regulating the Florida Bar.

Due to his prior discipline and further, attorneys are

required in Florida to take a minimum of five

continuing legal education credits in attorney ethics.

The Respondent had ample opportunity to learn how to

properly use settlement statements, properly disburse

funds and if he was unsure, he could've taken a

continuing education course to refresh himself or he

could have called any CPA in any of our offices and

they would be more than happy to help.

Now, the following mitigating factors could be

found under the Florida Standards for Imposing Lawyer

Discipline, which is 3.3(b), and that's a physical or

mental disability or impairment under 3.3(b)(8).

Last week, during the guilt phase of this

proceeding, the Respondent did not seem to understand

the rules regulating the Florida Bar.  He did not seem
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to understand how to use contingency fee agreements.

He argued with his own attorney.  Of course, that's a

subjective term, "argued".  At least disagreed with

his own attorney as to whether he was sanctioned in

the federal court proceeding.  Despite the fact that

in the federal court order, it said that he was being

disciplined and sanctioned with an admonishment by the

content of this order.  And Mr. McGinley and myself

were unable to impress upon the Respondent that he was

disciplined and sanctioned in that case.  And I don't

I don't understand.

Now, the following standards for imposing lawyer

sanctions are appropriate in this matter:  Failure to

preserve client's property.  Under 4.1(a), disbarment

is appropriate when a lawyer intentionally or

knowingly converts client property regardless of

injury or potential injury.  And it's undisputed that

Mr. Ollinger took $15,000 out of the trust account
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that he was not entitled to take.  He was never

entitled to take the 5,000 and the 10,000, he took to

himself.  He    and during the sworn statement and

during the testimony of Matt Herdeker and during the

testimony of the Respondent's own accountant, he

transferred all the funds, the $15,000, into his

operating account.  He then made a claim during the

sworn statement that no, no, no, it's in another trust

account.  It turns out the other trust account was not

an attorney trust account.  It was, in fact, a special

trust account designed for, I believe, either a family

trust or an individual trust for Mr. Ollinger.  And

the funds in that account were a direct result of, I

believe, the sale of his    of real property.  So

$15,000 never went into that special trust account.

Thereafter, Mr. Herdeker, the Respondent's CPA,

and the Respondent testified that he then took $15,000

from the operating account, placed it back into the
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trust account, and up to the time when those accounts

were frozen by the Supreme Court's order, he never

returned those funds to his client.

Under failure to avoid conflicts of interest

which is 4.3, under 4.3(a), disbarment is appropriate

when a lawyer causes serious or potential serious

injury to a client and without the informed consent of

affected clients.

Under the three sub sub headings, the

representation of a client knowing that the lawyer's

interests are adverse to the client's interests, with

the intent to benefit the lawyer, and here, we saw the

Respondent take the client's money under some claim

that he was going to use it for costs.  He then

brought on an action without the authority of his

clients.  Well beyond the scope of any permission

they'd given him.  And he then sued his own clients

for $100 million.  And he was unable to explain where
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that figure came from.  Whether he had some belief

that he was entitled to 100 million because of the

manner in which he was terminated.  It didn't make

sense.

But the Respondent did testify that, in

subsequent amended complaints, that the claim went

down to $75,000.  But it still doesn't explain the

$100 million lawsuit against his own client.

When an attorney simultaneously represents

clients that the lawyer knows have adverse interests

with the intent to benefit the lawyer or another, we

know this occurred because the Respondent testified to

this.  He talked about different members of the family

who were either making misrepresentations or were

taking money they were not entitled to take.  And

also, he intended to do something with all of the

members of this trailer park, and we have no idea what

everyone's interests were there.  But they could be
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adverse to his own clients, because his own clients

were    had hired him for specific purposes.  They

wanted him to take action against the mobile home

park.  That had nothing to do with the other 399

people who were in the mobile home park.

Respondent represents a client in a matter

substantially related to a matter in which the

interests of a present or former client are materially

adverse and knowingly uses the information related to

the representation of a client with the intent to

benefit the lawyer.

Here, after representing members of the

decedent's family, some of whom had different

interests, the Respondent then brought a suit against

the mobile home park without the permission of those

clients.  He then sued the clients for    former

clients for $100 million after having represented

them, putting his own interests above that of his
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clients.  That's the actual clear definition of a

conflict of interest.  When you put your own interests

above that of your client.

4.5 is a lack of competence.  Disbarment is

proposed when a lawyer's conduct demonstrates the

lawyer does not understand the most fundamental legal

doctrines or procedures and causes injury or potential

injury to a client.

I referenced all of Mr. Ollinger's prior

disciplines.  All of them were in similar matters

where he either failed to use proper settlement

statements, misappropriated or disbursed funds from a

trust that he was not entitled to receive; when he

testified last week, he clearly did not understand how

to handle a personal injury case or a contingency fee

case.

He's previously been disciplined for failing to

use settlement statements and he didn't seem to
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understand the significance of a settlement statement

or when it should be used.

It seems like he was pursuing some type of what

might have been a class action by the 400 people who

lived in the mobile home park without any permission

to do so and then charged those fees back    I mean

those costs back to his own clients.  My recollection

is there was an invoice of approximately $52,000.

Most of which was incurred by the use of the

Respondent's paralegal, to go door to door talking to

the various people in the mobile home park.  And the

Respondent testified he sent letters to every single

person in the mobile home park and that funds were

expended, collecting all of the addresses and contact

information for people in the mobile home park.

7.1, deceptive conduct or statements and

unreasonable or improper fees.  There, under 7.1(a),

disbarment is appropriate when a lawyer intentionally
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engaged in conduct that is a violation of a duty owed

as a professional, with the intent to obtain a benefit

for the lawyer and causes serious or potential injury

to a client, the public or the legal system.

Here, despite all his prior disciplines for the

exact same thing, the Respondent again misappropriated

funds out of trust, with no right to do so.  He failed

to comply with the rules that deal with contingency

fee agreements.  He failed to do settlement

statements.  Disbarment is appropriate when he

intentionally engages in conduct that is violative of

the rules.

Here, the Bar's case would show that the

Respondent misappropriated his client's PIP settlement

funds to which he had no claim.  Co mingled attorney

and client funds by moving funds out of the trust

account into the operating account.  And he engaged in

a series of conflict of interests that included filing
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suit against his former clients for $100 million.  And

he was unable to show how the $100 million, how he

arrived at the $100 million figure or how suing his

own client would in some way penalize the mobile home

park.  The mobile home park was not a defendant in

that action.  Only his former clients, and I believe

the, and the personal    the individual designated as

personal representative.

The cases involving similar conduct, the Supreme

Court of Florida found guilt and determined that

disbarment was the appropriate discipline.  An

attorney who's engaged in impermissible self help debt

collection, which this matter could be interpreted in

that manner, in the Florida Bar versus B A J O C Z K

Y, I'm going to go with Bajoczky, that's where an

attorney applied settlement funds owed to a non client

to pay attorney fees in connection with a dissolution

of marriage of the non client's adult, the non
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client's adult child.  Here we saw again, him taking

funds from trust to pay either some sort of costs or

potential future costs without any claim to do so.

I am not going to completely summarize everything

that's in this sadly 22 page memo, but the Court and

Mr. McGinley have the memo to review at length.

The Florida Bar versus Fullerton, F U L L E R T O

N, 2020 Westlaw 4015834, Florida, July 16, 2020.

There, an attorney was disbarred effective immediately

due to an existing emergency suspension for

misappropriating client funds.  We have the exact same

situation here.  Mr. Ollinger is suspended pursuant to

an emergency suspension.  And there, the Court

disbarred the attorney for misappropriating client

funds.

There, the attorney was collecting payments on

behalf of the client.  And between January 1, 2012

through October 31, 2019, the attorney collected and
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deposited funds into his trust account.  At the end of

this period, the trust account should have held

$224,193.84 in client funds, but it held $10.27. We

have a very similar situation here, where the

Respondent indicated that the client's funds were in

the operating account, when the operating account

eventually went negative while he was still claiming

the funds were in that account.

There, in aggravation, the attorney had a prior

disciplinary history; had a dishonest or selfish

motive; engaged in a pattern of misconduct, engaged in

multiple offenses and had substantial experience in

the practice of law.  Those factors are nearly

identical to this case.

In the Florida Bar v. Morgado, 2019 Westlaw

586233 Florida, February 7, 2019.  An attorney was

disbarred effective immediately due to his existing

emergency suspension.  In two matters, the attorney
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settled his client's cases and misappropriated the

funds.  He also failed to maintain adequate

communications with his client and failed to provide

competent or diligent representation which we also

have here.

There, the client    the attorney had no

disciplinary history.  Of course, here we have a

lengthy disciplinary history.  That case, which is

similar in nature, resulted in immediate disbarment as

should this case, according to the Bar's opinion.

In aggravation, there was a dishonest and selfish

motive.  He engaged in a pattern of misconduct and

engaged in multiple offenses.

In The Florida Bar versus Fellows, F E L L O W S,

which is found at 2018 Westlaw 632, 6239, Florida,

December 4, 2018, there, the Supreme Court of Florida

disapproved a Referee's recommendation of a 91 day

suspension and instead, disbarred the attorney.  He
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engaged in a serious conflict of interest in a

mortgage foreclosure matter.  Failed to properly

supervise his non lawyer staff.  Neglected a client

matter.  Claimed a non refundable fee without

confirming it in writing and engaged in dishonesty

during the disciplinary proceeding.

We don't have dishonesty during the disciplinary

proceeding.  Despite Mr. Ollinger's repeated    where

he repeatedly contradicted himself during his sworn

statement, it did not appear it was dishonesty.  It

appeared to be some sort of confusion.  And the Record

and the transcript speaks for themselves.

In The Florida Bar versus Kalogianis, spelled K A

L O G I A N I S, found at 2017 Westlaw 229, 1006,

Florida, May 25, 2017, an attorney was disbarred for

entering into an improper investment agreement with

his client who hired him to represent her in the
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administration of her trust and sale of her mother's

home.

We have the same situation here.  Mr. Ollinger

was hired for certain specific matters.  There were

specific fee agreements with those matters.  He failed

to comply with those fee agreements.  But then he went

forward and attempted to pursue some type of class

action without the permission of his client.  He then

brought civil actions on behalf of the client, and in

that case, he was removed and sanctioned by the

federal court.

In The Florida Bar versus Rainey, R A I N E Y,

168 So.3d. 230, Florida, 2015, an attorney was

disbarred effective to the date of his emergency

suspension, for intentionally misappropriating client

funds; knowingly making false statements to the Bar

during the investigation of the allegations.  That did

not occur here, but the Respondent did intentionally
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misappropriate client funds and there is no claim that

he was entitled to those funds.  His own fee agreement

specifically said he was not entitled to the $5,000.

He failed to account to his clients for the funds he

had taken or explain where they were.

Throughout the Bar's investigation, there were

numerous representations made as to where the money

was, but it's clear it was not anywhere where the

Respondent says it was until he moved $15,000 back

from his operating account, which would constitute

commingling.  It was commingling when he transferred

it from the trust into the operating account.  You

cannot commingle attorney and client funds.

In this case, the attorney failed to pay all the

medical providers the amounts that they were owed.

Here, there was no settlement statement, so there was

no indication as to who was entitled to receive

certain funds, such as the $5,000 should have
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immediately been paid to the client.  The $10,000, if

you wish to make the claim, should have gone through

the proper procedures.  You withdraw, you bring out a

proceeding, there's judicial review and a

determination made as to how those funds are to be

disbursed.  But here, the Respondent intentionally

misappropriated client funds.

In The Florida Bar versus Daniel, D A N I E L,

139 So.3d. 888, Florida, 214, an attorney was

disbarred effective immediately due to his existing

emergency suspension for misappropriating client

funds.

There's a history with the Supreme Court of

Florida    I've had the opportunity to watch oral

argument before them and review hundreds and hundreds

of cases.  And misappropriation of client funds,

absent serious mitigation, always results in
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disbarment.  And here, the Court found enough to enter

the emergency suspension.

Judge Sweet, you have found him guilty of

misappropriation.  He has a long disciplinary history.

Once again, I would submit that disbarment is the only

appropriate result in this case.

In The Florida Bar versus Bailey, B A I L E Y,

803 So.2d. 683, Florida, 2001, an attorney was

disbarred for misappropriating client funds.

There's far too many cases to include all of

them.  And I've just briefly summarized what's in the

memorandum of law, but it goes into much greater

detail to analogize those cases to what we have here;

what Judge Sweet has found and what the evidence

shows.  I realize that the Bar's composite notebook is

extremely long, but the evidence in the notebook,

which is admitted into evidence, supports every

allegation made in the Bar's petition for emergency
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suspension, which converted to a complaint for us to

proceed with this matter.  And even the Respondent's

own testimony and admissions made in his answer and

during his sworn statements and during his testimony

last week support a finding of guilt.

The Bar submits that the appropriate level of

discipline for the Respondent's misconduct is

disbarment from the practice of law to be effective

immediately.  Due to Respondent's existing emergency

suspension, I conferred with the Board of Governors.

The Board of Governors directed me to request

disbarment in this case and I cannot think of any

other appropriate sanction than disbarment.

As I mentioned, if the Court just looks to the

petition, the answer, the sworn statements, the

documents and the exhibits and the testimony you heard

last week, the Bar has proven every allegation, every

rule violation set forth in the petition.
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Now, as I mentioned before, discipline must serve

three purposes:  It must be fair to society, fair to

the Respondent, and severe enough to deter other

attorneys from engaging in similar conduct.  Here, the

Respondent did not learn his lesson in all the prior

disciplinary matters.  He has no mitigation which

would    that should result in any type of mitigating

factor and a downward departure from the appropriate

sanction, which is disbarment.  The public has to be

safeguarded against this type conduct.  Other

attorneys have to realize that when you misappropriate

client funds, you will most    you will be disbarred.

And a disbarment in this case will help show that

prong of the purposes of discipline.

I would submit, of course, that the disbarment

satisfies all three conditions and I would ask that

the Court impose the discipline of disbarment.
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And as a last matter, since there has been a

finding of guilt in this case, when the Report of

Referee, before    probably before the Report of

Referee's prepared and signed, I will submit to the

Court a motion to assess costs, with a statement of

costs, because it would be unfair to assess costs

against other members of the Bar, that the Bar's

expended investigating and prosecuting this case.

Therefore, they should be assessed against the

Respondent and the Court's order will become a

judgment.

Thank you, Your Honor.  Thank you, Mr. McGinley.

THE COURT:  Mr. McGinley, response?

MR. McGINLEY:  Yes.  Thank you, Your Honor.  With

all due respect, my opposing counsel, they are

overreaching when they argue for disbarment under

these facts, Your Honor.  They argue for aggravating

factors under the Florida Standards for Imposing
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Attorney Sanctions.  Let the offer just that.  They

offer nothing but argument.

Today, Your Honor, we will be offering the

testimony at least six witnesses.  Those witnesses

will prove up mitigating factors.

Under the Florida standard for imposing attorney

sanctions, we see that there are mitigating factors

under 3.3(b).  The first of which is mentioned out of

order is number 8, which my opposing counsel just

argued applies here.  So with that stipulation in the

Record, I need not offer any additional proof as to

mitigating factor number eight, but I shall offer

additional proof regarding additional mitigating

factors, including factor number two, absence of a

dishonest or selfish motive.

We disagree with the summary of the facts that we

just heard from Bar counsel.  The testimony that His
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Honor heard and that is in the record is clear that

there were written contracts between Mr. Ollinger.

THE COURT:  Go on.  I'm just getting a pen.  All

right.

MR. McGINLEY:  Thank you, Your Honor.  There were

written contracts between Mr. Ollinger, Mr. Ollinger's

firm and all of the relevant clients that we heard

about in these proceedings.  Those contracts all made

Mr. Ollinger and his firm's costs not contingent. His

fees were contingent in sum, but not all of the

contracts.  But in all of the contracts, his costs

were not a contingency.  They were to be paid to him.

He believed, since that was in writing and agreed to

with his clients and a arm's length transaction, that

he was allowed to apply collected funds toward those

costs.

Also, as additional proof of this, absence of a

dishonest or selfish motive.  Mr. Ollinger thought a
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closing statement was due at the closing of a case.

That's a reasonable conclusion, Your Honor.  That we

wait until the closing before we do the closing

statement.

Also, Mr. Ollinger believes that he advised his

clients of the costs in a timely manner.  I hear my

opposing counsel to say that he advised some but not

all.  Mr. Ollinger says that through his e mails and

his newsletters, he advised all.

Further, evidence of the absence of a dishonest

or selfish motive is that Mr. Ollinger turned to the

Florida Bar to ask the Florida Bar what to do when,

after he collected his costs, some but not all of

those costs became disputed by some but not all of the

clients.

This man wasn't dishonest or selfish when he

turned to the Bar; took their advice and followed

their advice.  And the six witnesses we hear from
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today will establish this factor of an absence of a

dishonest or selfish motive.

The witnesses will further establish the factor

of a timely, good faith effort to make restitution or

to rectify the consequences of the misconduct.  The

facts are not in dispute that Mr. Ollinger, when he

learned that the costs he had already collected became

in dispute, that he put the money back into the trust

account, using the procedure recommended to him when

he called the Florida Bar and asked them what to do in

such a situation.

Likewise, the documentary evidence and

Mr. Ollinger's testimony both agree, that he offered

to return no less than $10,000 to the client to

resolve this dispute.  And likewise, he filed suit to

get the adjudication when the settlement offer was not

accepted so that a judge could determine who got what.

That's what the Bar told him to do; that's what he
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did.  That was a good faith effort to make restitution

or to rectify these consequences.

The next mitigating factor under Rule 3.3(b) that

the six witnesses will testify to and prove, is that

there was full and free disclosure to the Bar and a

proper attitude toward the proceedings.

As we look at the transcript of Mr. Ollinger, we

see that he answered questions under oath and he

answered them at length.  Perhaps there was some

difficulty due to Covid and hearing things through the

Zoom, we've all personally seen these Teams and Zooms

and Google Meet and all these other technologies get

in the way of communication.  But in the end,

Mr. Ollinger sat for as many hours as required.  He

answered each and every question.  He immediately

provided the Bar with every document requested and he

gave honest and direct answers to all questions that

were asked.
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Another factor that will be proven through the

testimony is the factor of character or reputation.

We will learn, as we've already seen in some of the

testimony in the prior hearing, that Mr. Ollinger is

dedicated to helping the less fortunate.  He's

received honors for hundreds of hours of pro bono

work.  He's donated hundred of hours to charity. He's

honest, trustworthy, honorable, compassionate, loyal;

respectful.  He believes in justice and he puts others

above himself.  We've heard factors on that before and

we will hear it again when the witnesses testify.

The next factor that the witnesses' testimony

will prove is an interim rehabilitation.  Mr. Ollinger

has already been sanctioned and admonished by Judge

Hoffman.  In those sanctions and admonishments, Judge

Hoffman held, not commented, but held that he did not

have a dishonest motive.  That he did not have a

selfish motive.  And held, not commented but held,
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that the sanction of that written reprimand was

sufficient.  That reprimand was two years and two

weeks ago and he's not been reprimanded since.  The

funds that he replaced back into the trust account

have sat there safe and sound for nearly two years.

He is currently suspended and to the extent that

a suspension is appropriate, which we do not believe

it is, he has done his time served.

That leaves us to the next of the mitigating

factors.  That being the imposition of other penalties

or sanctions.  That overlaps and is worth mentioning

again that he's already served nearly 90 days of

suspension.  There was no intent to have any sort of

dishonest or selfish motive and the testimony from the

witnesses will establish that.

Another factor involved here is the factor of

remorse.  We understand and we shall see that

Mr. Ollinger regrets any unintentional violations that
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he unintentionally violated.  And he regrets that when

he had to go before a court to resolve who owned the

costs, he also had to bring counterclaims and other

claims against his then former clients.

The last factor here is the remoteness of these

alleged prior offenses.  Some of those prior offenses

were not adjudications.  Some, if not all, were

stipulations by Mr. Ollinger.  And all of them,

without exception, all of them are more than ten years

old.  The remoteness of these prior offenses make them

irrelevant to the proceedings today.  The brand and

newest is 14 years old.  Two out of the three prior

offenses happened in the 1980s.  These are not

relevant.  They are too far remote.

So these mitigating factors must be applied to

these Florida Standards for Imposing Attorney

Sanctions.  And the first standard that my opposing

counsel points out is Standard 4.1.  If we're using
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the pdf version from the website, this is page 18.

And 4.1 of the Florida Standards for Imposing Attorney

Sanctions talks about the failure to preserve the

client's property.

With all due respect to my opposing counsel, they

misspeak when they say that it is 4.1(a) that applies

here.  No, Your Honor, it is 4.1(b) that applies here.

4.1(b) talks about suspension.  And it says, and I

quote, "Suspension is appropriate when a lawyer knows

or should know that the lawyer's dealing improperly

with client property and causes injury or potential

injury to a client," end quote.

So the first element there is that the lawyer

knows we disagree with the interpretation of the facts

given by our opposing counsel, but clearly, opposing

counsel is arguing that Mr. Ollinger knew the other

factor there, is that it caused injury.  And again, we

disagree with the facts as argued by our opposing
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counsel, but it is clear that our opposing counsel is

arguing that it caused injury.  So our opposing

counsel's argument meets squarely with the

requirements of 4.1(b), not (a).  With all due respect

to the Bar, they are overreaching when they argue for

disbarment.

Further evidence of that is right here in the

Florida Standards for Imposing Attorney Sanctions

under Chapter 4.1 under its comments.  Its comments of

4.1 under suspension, the very second sentence reads,

quote, "The most common cases involve lawyers who co

mingle client funds with their own or fail to remit

client funds promptly," end quote.  This is under the

comments under the title Suspension as a description

of what the most common cases of suspension look like.

And again, Your Honor, we respectfully disagree with

our opposing counsel's summary of facts, but it's

clear that their summary is alleging that my client co
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mingled client funds.  That was the first element of

the sentence under Suspension.

It's clear, although we disagree, that our

opposing counsel is arguing that our client failed to

remit client funds promptly, which is the second

element under this sentence under suspension.  So if

we are to accept my opposing counsel's summary of the

facts, which we do not, even then it would be

overreaching to argue for disbarment under these facts

because 4.1(b) and the comment thereto, say that

suspension is the appropriate sanction.

Now, when we take that appropriate sanction of

suspension and we apply the litany of mitigating

factors that we will hear from the six witnesses who

will testify shortly, clearly that suspension should

be in the range between 60 or a maximum of 90 days.

Stated somewhat differently, time served.
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The other rule from the Florida Standards for

Imposing Attorney Sanctions referenced by my opposing

counsel is Rule 4.3.  And again, if we were using the

pdf printed version, we'll be on page 23 of these

Florida Standards for Imposing Attorney Sanctions.

They, again, they overreach and they argue for

disbarment.  And I would dare suggest they overreach

when they argue for the conclusion that there was a

conflict of interest.

Your Honor, you ruled promptly and decisively at

the end of the recent evidentiary hearing.  Your

Honor, you did not rule that my client was guilty of a

conflict of interest and did not rule that my client

had a conflict of interest.  It is my hope, Your

Honor, that the reason you did not rule that he has a

conflict of interest was because he did not have a

conflict of interest.  And indeed, the facts show no

other logical conclusion.
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The alleged conflict of interest that allegedly

arose according to my opposing counsel, all arose

after the death of Miss Claudia.  Miss Claudia died

and then the existing clients started to fight over

what they should inherent from her estate.  It goes

without saying that before she died, she did not have

an estate.  It goes without saying that before she

passed away, they weren't arguing about their

inheritance.  So clearly, there was not a conflict of

interest.

But even if Your Honor finds a conflict of

interest, Rule 4.3 would not require or even suggest a

disbarment because 4.3(a) is not the relevant rule.

Instead, 4.3(c) is the relevant rule.  This speaks of

a public reprimand and says, I quote, "Public

reprimand is appropriate when a lawyer is negligent in

determining whether the representation of a client may

be materially affected by the client's own interest or
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whether the representation will adversely affect

another client and causes injury or potential injury

to a client," end quote.

Going back over the quote, again, we do not agree

with our opposing counsel's summary of the facts, but

if we take that summary and apply it to this rule,

clearly they are arguing that he caused injury and

that he should have known, or stated somewhat

differently, that he was negligent.  That after one of

his clients died, the other clients would somehow over

the inheritance.

So it is Rule 4.3(c) that applies, and it is a

public reprimand that would be the appropriate

sanction if there had been a conflict of interest,

but, of course, there was not a conflict of interest.

To help guide our interpretation of this Rule 4.3

under the Florida Standards for Imposing Attorney

Sanctions, yet again we are provided with comments.
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And if we look under the comments for Rule 4.3 under

public reprimand, we see the following relevant

sentence:  Quote, "the Court generally imposes a

public reprimand when a lawyer engages in a single

instance of misconduct involving a conflict of

interest when the lawyer has merely been negligent and

there is no overreaching or serious injury to a

client," end quote.

That summarizes these facts quite well.  There

has been no injury    certainly not a serious one 

because the facts are not in dispute.  That the

$15,000 is safe and sound in a trust account in a

bank.  This is a single instance involving these

clients.  We did not hear about case after case after

case after case.  So this public reprimand language,

which references as authority, Florida Bar versus

Miller, 555 So.2d. 854, Florida 1990, is apropos and

helps to support the fact that a properly reading of
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4.3 yields a public reprimand if, indeed, there was a

conflict of interest and, Your Honor, there was not.

The other of the four rules under the Florida

Standards for Imposing Attorney Sanctions that my

opposing counsel referred to is Rule 4.5.  Here, he

alleges a lack of competence.  And again, Your Honor,

you did not explicitly rule that my client lacked

competence at the end of the evidentiary hearing.

I think it was quite clear that my client was

well aware of what was going on at the evidentiary

hearing.  Indeed, when I was not aggressive enough

with the Bar's star witness, Mr. Matthew Herdeker, my

client did not hesitate to take the reins and to cross

examine Mr. Herdeker, himself.  Clearly, Mr. Ollinger

is a competent and talented attorney and he showed

that competence and that talent in the most recent

evidentiary hearing.
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But if somehow he lacked competence in the

underlying case involving the Ramschwar family, then

the proper rule here is not 4.5(a) as my opposing

counsel suggests, but instead is 4.5(c).  Sub (c)

talks about public reprimand and offers the following

guidance to let referees and courts know that public

reprimand is appropriate.

It says, and I quote, "Public reprimand is

appropriate when a lawyer causes injury or potential

injury to a client, and, one, demonstrates failure to

understand relative legal documents or procedures; or

two, is negligent in determining whether the lawyer's

competent to handle a legal matter, period", end

quote.  Again, we do not agree with our opposing

counsel's summary of the facts, but clearly they're

alleging that Mr. Ollinger caused injury and under

4.5(c), if you cause injury, sub (c) can apply.
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Likewise, we strongly disagree and the facts

clearly show otherwise, but our opposing counsel is

arguing that Mr. Ollinger fails to understand relevant

legal doctrines.  That's not true.  But even if it

was, 4.5(c) would mandate nothing more than a public

reprimand.

And again, turning to the comment of Rule 4.5,

lets us know that we're not misinterpreting Rule

4.5(c).  We see in the comment, under the heading

Public Reprimand, the following critical language,

quote:  "The Court imposes public reprimands on

lawyers who negligently provide incompetent

representation, period", end quote.

Remember the facts, Your Honor.  The Ramschwar

family hired him for one thing and then the case

became something else.  He did his best to work on

those something elses.  When something became a class

action, he did not pursue the class action.  He
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referred it out to another law firm.  When his

paralegal worked diligently to find witnesses for the

existing case and those witnesses showed interest in

joining the class action, he did not, did not, Your

Honor, accept any of those clients.  He referred them

all out to the class action attorneys.

When the probate, which was represented to be a

summary administration, blew up and became something

more, he reached out and got another attorney who was

an expert in probate.  First to advise him and then to

join the case.

Mr. Ollinger was hired for one thing.  He had no

idea that it would lead to the death of Miss Claudia.

No idea that it would take the turns that it took.

But when those turns occurred, he was responsible for

getting help and he got that help.  At best, a public

reprimand would be the appropriate sanction under Rule

4.5.
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And the last of the four rules that my opposing

counsel cites to, I've got to say I'm not even sure

how it applies here.  It is Rule 7.1 about deceptive

conduct or statements and unreasonable or improper

fees.  I think it's terrible to depose Mr. Ollinger

through Zoom.  The man wears a hearing aid.  To tell

him that he can't have any help in the room, that his

paralegal has to leave, and then when he responds by

saying, could you repeat the question, to then accuse

him of deceptive conduct or statements.

Putting that wrongdoing by the Bar aside, perhaps

the Bar refers to Rule 7.1 on an allegation of

unreasonable or improper fees.  If so, I would

respectfully remind the Bar that it is costs, not

fees, that are at issue in this case.

Improper division of fees or unreasonable or

improper fees can be the basis of a 7.1 violation.

But even so, it is not 7.1(a) as the Bar alleges, but
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7.1(c) that would be relevant here.  Sub (c) talks

about a public reprimand and it reads as follows, and

I quote:  "Public reprimand is appropriate when a

lawyer negligently engages in conduct that is a

violation of a duty owed as a professional and causes

injury or potentially to a client, the public, or the

legal system", end quote.

Now, assuming somehow that the costs at issue

were fees, which is nothing anyone's ever alleged, the

facts are undisputed that the man has worked hours

upon hours upon hours and never been paid a cent.

Then the Bar is further alleging that he caused

injury, and that's right here under Subsection (c).

They're also alleging that he violated a duty owed as

a professional and again, that's right here under

Subsection (c).  And I think at best, their argument

that he negligently engaged in the conduct and that

is, again, one of the elements here under Subsection
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(c).  And as we did with the last three rules to

confirm that we're reading Subsection (c) correctly,

we turn to the comments.  And the comments contain the

following relevant sentence, and I quote, "The Court

also imposes public reprimands on lawyers who are

negligent in supervising their employees", end quote.

I heard my opposing counsel say that somehow

after the death of George Ollinger's client, the

unexpected death while the tow truck, which was

illegally present, caused her to fall off the roof of

her own car, while he did the diligent thing and

looked for eyewitnesses to a wrongful death case, that

he should have supervised his employee, Mige, better,

because it was wrong for her to go looking for

witnesses.  And then learning that some of these

witnesses also wanted to sue the park.  To refer those

witnesses not to George Ollinger and the Ollinger law
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firm, but to refer them to a different law firm that

was working on a class action.

Even if somehow that's true, at the bare worst,

that's an allegation of negligence, so that matches up

not with Subsection (a) of Rule 7.1, but it matches up

only with Subsection (c) of Rule 7.1, which says that

a public reprimand is appropriate.

So when we put this plethora, the allegations all

together, Your Honor, what we find is that a

reprimand, together with the sanction of approximately

60 days, or at most, 90 days, is what is recommended

under the Florida Standards for Imposing Attorney

Sanctions.  And that equates approximately to what

Mr. Ollinger's already suffered.  He's had to shut

down his law firm.  He's had to leave every case.

He's had to tell longstanding clients to go get

another lawyer.  And he's had a loss of income, while
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he tries to pay me    and I am not cheap    to do this

defense for him.

What we'll hear from the six witnesses that we're

about to call, Your Honor, is that when we apply these

Rule 3.3(b) mitigating factors, the Bar is

overreaching in asking for disbarment.  And with the

Court's permission, I would call the first of our six

witnesses.

THE COURT:  Very well.

MR. McGINLEY:  Your Honor, we call Miss Mige

Davey.

THE COURT:  Madam court reporter, can you

administer the oath?

THE WITNESS:  I'm having to appear on George's.

(Witness Remotely Sworn by the Court Reporter)

THE WITNESS:  Yes, I do.

MIGE DAVEY,
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having been first remotely sworn, testified as follows:

DIRECT EXAMINATION

BY MR. McGINLEY:
Q.   Good afternoon.  Would you state your

full name for the Record, please?

A.   Mige Conley Davey.

Q.   What do you do for a living, please?

A.   I'm a retired artist.  A retired

paralegal.  Legal assistant.  Retired fashion

designer.  A retired salesman.  Retired

administrator.

Q.   Did you miss any?

A.   Not that I can remember.

Q.   Thank you.  Do you know Mr. George

Ollinger?
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A.   Yes, I do.

Q.   For how long?

A.   I believe it going on three and a half

years, four years.

Q.   Did you also know him in your

professional capacity as a paralegal?

A.   Yes.

Q.   For how long?

A.   Well, I've been under his tutelage for

the last three or four years as a paralegal,

because he taught the first paralegal class in

the State of Florida.  And I have had prior

experience in the legal field.  And I forgot

what your question was.
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Q.   You did well.  You do well.  Have you

ever observed Mr. George Ollinger act in an

unprofessional or unethical way?

A.   No, I have not.

Q.   Did you ever observe Mr. George

Ollinger violate any of the rules regulating

the Florida Bar?

A.   Not that I'm aware of and not that he's

aware of.

Q.   Are you familiar with Mr. George

Ollinger's reputation in your community?

A.   Yes, I am.

Q.   What is Mr. George Ollinger's

reputation in your community?
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A.   Mr. Ollinger is known for his honesty,

his compassion, his donation of his time and

effort to the homeless and to anybody that's

actually, you know, underprivileged or needs

help.

I don't    I've only known him for four

years, but within that timeframe, he has

appeared to be one of the most honest people

I've ever met; one of the most altruistic

people I've ever met and that's one of the

reasons why I've continued our relationship.

Q.   You heard me mention as one of our

mitigating factors, the absence of a dishonest

or selfish motive.  Do you agree?

A.   I would agree.
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Q.   Did you ever assist Mr. Ollinger with

any of the Ramschwar cases including, or any of

them like Miss Claudia's, for example?

A.   I've actually had been with him from

day one.  I took the initial call from Claudia,

because I was helping Mr. Ollinger with his

telephone calls.  And I then took down all the

information and passed it on to him.  And he

returned the call.

So I started from day one with

Miss Claudia, and through all the cases that

ended up being filed.  And I did the research

on motives for why these people were targeting

Miss Claudia.  Because she didn't really    she

was confused as to why they were actually
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targeting her that directly, and she feared for

her life.

Q.   What was Mr. Ollinger's motive in 

MR. BRYK:  Your Honor, I'm objecting to

these questions.  The witness is testifying

as to facts.  The fact hearing was last

week.  And in today's sanction hearing, it

would be appropriate for her to testify as

to character, but not as to facts.

THE COURT:  Okay.  I'll overrule the

objection.  Go ahead.

BY MR. McGINLEY:
Q.   What was Mr. Ollinger's motive in

taking Miss Claudia's case?
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A.   To help Miss Claudia's family.  Well,

initially it was Miss Claudia, to help her

because her initial problem was a personal

injury and stalking claims.  But he wanted to

help her because she, she had some valid

claims.  She had    it seemed like she had

information, people that would testify and

verify for her, so it seemed like it was a

valid case that he could help her with.

Q.   Before Miss Claudia's death,

Mr. Ollinger took other cases where he

represented other members of Miss Claudia

Ramschwar's family.  What was Mr. Ollinger's

motive in accepting cases from other Ramschwar

family members?
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A.   Well, he didn't accept any cases until 

from them until after Miss Claudia passed away.

The reason he took them was because they asked

him to help.  And they were just totally

devastated regarding their mother's situation.

And the cases started slowly to accumulate.

First, it started out just helping them

with their probate and filing the wrongful

death    converting the personal injury to the

wrongful death, and it snowballed from there.

Helping them stay in their home, their trailer.

They were going through a second eviction.

Anyway, that's the history on that.

Q.   Okay.  What's the most important thing

Judge Sweet needs to know about George Ollinger
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when considering these aggravating and

mitigating factors that everybody's talking

about today?

A.   I would say he did not do anything

intentionally.  If anything happened that was

against the regulations, he did not realize

that and did not do it intentionally.  He did

everything he possibly could to find out what

was the current regulation.  Because he'd been

with the Bar for 40 years and you guys have

made a lot of changes.

Anyway, he did everything he could to be

on top of what was going on and what he morally

and legally and whatever had to do.  And he

tried to follow those.  I mean, who asked for
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four different opinions.  If they want to do

something intentionally to harm their clients,

they ask the Bar?  Be realistic.  Okay.  I'm

sorry.

Q.   No, that's fine.  That's fine.  And you

reached this opinion from having observed

Mr. Ollinger while he represented the members

of the Ramschwar family, including Claudia

Ramschwar; is that right?

A.   Yes.  I've seen the man spend hours.  I

mean, he sometimes stayed up all night working

on the, you know, trying to put these things

together.  He is    was dedicated to trying to

help these people.  And that was his main

objective.
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Go ahead.

Q.   Go right ahead and finish.  I'm sorry.

A.   I actually forgot what I was going to

say.  I can go off on tangents, too.

Q.   Can't we all.  Don't worry.  Another

one of the mitigating factors we've alleged, is

that there was full and free disclosure to the

Bar or cooperative attitude toward the

proceedings.  Were you Mr. Ollinger's paralegal

during that extended period of time before he

hired me, and where he was defending himself

pro se against the Bar grievance?

A.   Yes.  I was with him from day one on

that, also.  We provided them with thousands

and thousands and thousands of pages of
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documents and we had to go through over 20,000

pages to pull out the information they wanted,

but we responded immediately.  In fact, we gave

them probably too much information, because we

wanted to make sure they understood what just

transpired.

So he bent over backwards to meet any

requirement that was asked of him.

Q.   Another mitigating factor we've alleged

is a timely, good faith effort to make

restitution or to rectify the consequences.

Were you involved, did you observe any of the

attempts of Mr. Ollinger to pay some or all of

this 10,000 and then 5,000 that were received

and put into the trust account?
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A.   Yes.  I saw him working telephonically

and via the computer, working with the, the

other attorneys, trying to come up with a

settlement that, that they all could agree on.

And that went back and forth by e mail and

telephone.

They came to an agreement, but then when

he sent the settlement agreement to them, they

turned it down.  So he did everything he could

to expedite this; to settle with them.  He gave

them, you know, more than what he could've.

Anyway.  Yes.  He did everything he

could.

Q.   Two other mitigating factors we've

alleged are somewhat related.  Those two being,
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first, the interim rehabilitation and, second,

the imposition of other penalties for

sanctions.

I want to ask you about Judge Hoffman,

the federal judge, and the written order, which

is read to say that it sanctioned Mr. Ollinger.

Did this work an imposition of another

penalty or sanction upon him, or stated

somewhat differently, is my client,

Mr. Ollinger, a man with a strong ego that

doesn't like being told that he was once

reprimanded?

A.   He's very sensitive in that regard.  In

fact, he's very, you know, you know, opposed.

He is very prideful.  He has a strong
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background.  His lineage is very strong in

morals and duty to others.  Helping the less

fortunate.

He was trained with morals that were

stricter than the American.  He is Japanese

Okinawan; was raised as a Samari with their

moral codes and it's very difficult for a

person to turn into something different than

what they were raised for 18 years.

Anyway.  There you go.

Q.   Now, there are those in this world that

might have a bad reputation or get a public

reprimand, it's like water off a duck's back.

It doesn't matter to them.  Is that how it

would be for George Ollinger?
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A.   No.  He respects the Bar and it would

devastate state him to lose his license,

because he's based his whole life on the type

of things that the Bar should be working on.

Trying to help people that need help.  And

that's one reason he chose that line of work

was that it fell into his doctrine of moral

principles.  If he didn't have that, his

identity would be affected because he is an

attorney.  He does fight for the underdog.  And

if you take that away from him, with his 40

years of experience and what he has to offer

the community and the people that still need

help, that would be a travesty.
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Q.   If George Ollinger's punishment from

these proceedings involved yet another written

reprimand, plus a suspension of 60 days, maybe

as many as 90 days, or stated somewhat

differently, time served, how would that affect

Mr. Ollinger when it comes to his future

behavior, in your opinion?

A.   Well, I know that he feels that he has

already suffered.  He will take whatever, you

know, punishment is dealt on him.  But he wants

to be dealt fairly.  He would be devastated.

Q.   Thank you for your testimony.

THE COURT:  Cross examination.  Wait a

minute.  Ma'am, Mr. Bryk may have some

questions for you.
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MR. BRYK:  Thank you.

THE WITNESS:  Yes.

CROSS EXAMINATION

BY MR. BRYK:

Q.   You indicated you're a retired

paralegal and secretary?

A.   Well, yes.

Q.   And 

A.   I'm retired because

Q.   Did you ever work for Mr. Ollinger?

A.   Yes, I did.  Well, not for him.  I did 

I was a subcontractor.  I did work as a

subcontractor for him.  I was not employed by

him.
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Q.   Would it be fair to say you were an

independent contractor?

A.   That's    is that not what I just said,

sir?

Q.   Kind of.  So you're now retired?  You

don't work at all?

A.   Yes.

Q.   Okay.  And what is the nature of your

relationship with Mr. Ollinger?

A.   Currently, we're friends.

Q.   Where do you live?

A.   I live with Mr. Ollinger.

Q.   And why do you live with Mr. Ollinger?
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A.   Because we started a relationship after

the Ramschwar situation and we chose to

continue it.

Q.   Would it be fair to say it's a romantic

relationship?

A.   I don't think that applies right now

because it did not exist during the time that

you're questioning.

Q.   Well, I'm asking    you're testifying

today and I'm asking you, on or about today, do

you have a romantic relationship?

A.   Yes, I do.  I just told you, sir.

Q.   Okay.  So it continues through today.

A.   Yes.
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Q.   Did there come a time when there was an

attempt made to make you the personal

representative of Miss Claudia Ramschwar's

estate?

A.   Yes.

Q.   Why?

A.   Because that was how it was recommended

by a Jan Kerkhoff.  And that is what they

decided that was the best as far as trying to

help the family.  There was no one within the

family unit that we felt was qualified.

Mr. Ollinger and Ms. Kerkhoff felt that none of

them were qualified.  And we were trying to get

them to hire someone to handle the probate part
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of it and assign a PR, because the cases were 

they were in jeopardy without that PR.

Q.   At the time that there was an attempt

made to make you the personal representative,

were you an independent contractor for

Mr. Ollinger at that time?

A.   Yes.  I was still helping him with that

case.

Q.   Now, I believe you would've heard that

when I was making my statement and

recommendations to the Court, we talked about

your going to door to door to speak to some of

the members of the mobile home park; is that

correct?

A.   That's correct.
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Q.   And did you do research to find the

contact information for some of those people in

the mobile home park?

A.   Yes, I did the research.  What I did is

I worked with the City of Cocoa and the Brevard

County Clerk of Court and Property Appraiser to

identify tenants within that mobile home park.

And I then cross referenced that with the Clerk

of Court's eviction records from the village,

Sunrise Village, to tenants in that park.  I

was trying to find a motive of why they were

targeting Miss Claudia.  So I devised a

questionnaire and I sent it out or I 

Mr. Ollinger did    seeking witnesses that

would help us show that the park had done that
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to more than just Miss Claudia and    or they

had saw what had happened to Miss Claudia.

So we got responses back.  We sent out

over 460 something, actually.  We got maybe 25

or 30 responses back.  And I called them on the

phone.  I then screened them in.  I ran

background reports on them and then I went and

had a face to face conversation with them and

with Mr. Ollinger.  And we had to check

everything they said to see how valid it was

before we submitted it to the Court.  And we

ended up with 12 or 15 people that we felt we

could use as witnesses.

And the rest of the people that wanted

to    in fact, the entire park was just ready
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for somebody to help them.  They were begging.

So we turned over all those people to the class

action attorneys in Washington, D.C.  We were 

our main objective was to help Miss Claudia.

Q.   At any time while you were working as

an independent contractor for Mr. Ollinger, did

you see an invoice for approximately $52,000

that basically set forth, you know, your time

working on this potential class action?

A.   I believe    I know I gave him an

updated invoice recently in the last couple

months showing the time that I had spent.  But

as we were in the throes of everything, I would

give him a weekly accounting of what I had done

that week and how many hours I had put in.  And
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he kept a record of it and he billed the client

based upon that.

Q.   Okay.  I'm aware of the one that's for

about $52,000.  Did you ever see one for

$52,000?

A.   Yes.

Q.   Okay.  And that was sent to the client,

correct?

A.   Um, not that current one.  I would not

send them Mr. Ollinger's invoice.

Q.   I'm talking about the Ramschwar family.

They were the client then.

A.   Yes.

Q.   Okay.  So they were billed $52,000 for

your work?
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A.   No.  It was not all my work.  Did you

look at it?  It's not just my work.  It was 

Q.   There were hundreds 

A.      all the expenses.

Q.   And there were hundreds of hours of

your work, too, on there.

A.   Yes.  There was.

Q.   Are you familiar with the $100 million

lawsuit that Mr. Ollinger brought against his

clients?

A.   Am I familiar with it?  Yes, I am.

Q.   Did you draft that document?

A.   I was involved in it.  I did not draft

it entirely, no.  I assisted him as a paralegal
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in part of the drafting and cross checking and

setting up the examples or the exhibits.

Q.   Okay.  How did anyone arrive at $100

million as being the damages in this matter?

A.   Well, Mr. Ollinger did research.  I did

research.  We checked with the    what other

cases were across Florida, across the entire

United States.  What the potential was and the

insurance value that the, the Defendants had.

And how 

Q.   What did you just say?  I didn't hear.

I'm sorry.

A.   The Defendants.

Q.   Go ahead.
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A.   The tenants.  Defendants.  Sunrise

Mobile Home Park.

Q.   And you came up with $100 million?

A.   I did not come up with it.

Mr. Ollinger came up with that amount.  I do

not have the experience.  He does.

Q.   Okay.

A.   And he has tried to tell you numerous

times that it's based upon the potential value

of what was available and whether he could get

a jury to convict.  And we had enough evidence.

Q.   Convict is a criminal term.  Do you

mean a criminal matter or do you mean a civil

matter?

A.   Civil matter.
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Q.   Okay.  So where would the $100 million

come in from?  Which case?

A.   I would not be able to be the one to

ask that question.  You would need to ask that

question of Mr. Ollinger.

Q.   Okay.  Okay.  Let me just consult for

one minute on something else.  All right.

Well, thank you, Miss Davis.  It was very nice

to talk to you.

A.   It's Davey.  Thank you.  You're

welcome.

THE COURT:  Any Redirect?

REDIRECT EXAMINATION

BY MR. McGINLEY:

Q.   Miss Davey?
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A.   Sorry.

Q.   Real quick.  Thanks for coming back.  But there was

some earlier discussion about the personal representative of

Miss Claudia Ramschwar's estate and at one point, it was

suggested to be you and then a question was along the lines of

why is that and then you referenced someone.  Maybe first

name Jan maybe.  To whom were you referring to there? What

was the name and what was the 

A.   This was a consulting attorney that Mr. Ollinger

contacted to give guidance as to how to handle the situation

with the PR.  And once he realized that there was a conflict and

that he    and that it was going to go into a full administration, he

realized he could not handle that.  He needed to turn it over to

someone else.  So Jan Kerkhoff worked for an accounting firm,

I think.
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Anyway, they are attorneys that specialize in that.

And he recommended to the clients that they discuss with them

hiring Jan Kerkhoff's company, because it was way more than

we had originally anticipated.  It was not just a simple summary

administration.  It was now a full administration with conflicts.

Q.   Is Jan Kerkhoff licensed to practice law in Florida?

A.   Yes.

Q.   She is?

A.   She specializes in that field and she recommended

that if Mr. Ollinger had anybody in his office on his staff that

could act as the PR, that she thought that it was appropriate.

And I was the only one.  Mr. Ollinger was not appropriate or he

could've actually been assigned, but it would've been too

complicated.  So he backed out.  And they asked me. I said,

okay.  I'll do it.  But I know that it's a terrible situation.
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Q.   Thank you for clearing that up and I have no

questions.

A.   Okay.  Thank you.

THE COURT:  Okay.  Call your next witness.

MR. McGINLEY:  Miss Bonnie Ollinger.

THE COURT:  Please raise your right

hand.

MR. JOSEPH OLLINGER:  Mr. McGinley, Your

Honor, I have a deposition at one o'clock.

This is Joe Ollinger.  Is it possible for me

to go next?

MR. McGINLEY:  No.  That's fine.

Forgive me.  With permission, I'll call

Mr. Joe Ollinger instead, please.
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MR. JOSEPH OLLINGER:  I appreciate it.

I apologize to spring this on you.

THE COURT:  You must be on the west

roast.

THE WITNESS:  Yes, quite.  Quite.  Los

Angeles.

THE COURT:  All right, sir.  If you

would please raise your right hand and face

the clerk.

(Witness Remotely Sworn by the Court

Reporter)

THE WITNESS:  I do, yes.

JOSEPH B. OLLINGER, ESQUIRE,

having been first remotely sworn, testified as follows:

DIRECT EXAMINATION

BY MR. McGINLEY:
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Q.   Would you state your name for the Record, please?

A.   Joseph B. Ollinger.

Q.   What do you do for a living, please?

A.   I'm an attorney.  I'm also an author.

Q.   How do you know Mr. George Ollinger?

A.   George is my father.

Q.   So you've known him all your life.

A.   Exactly, yes.

Q.   And have you ever observed Mr. George Ollinger act in an

unprofessional or unethical way?

A.   Never.

Q.   I'm sorry.  You cut out.

A.   This one has the mike on.  Never.  Sorry about that.

Q.   No problem.  Did you ever observe Mr. George Ollinger

violate any of the rules of the Bar?

A.   No, I did not.
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Q.   Are you familiar with Mr. George Ollinger's reputation in your

community?

A.   Somewhat, yes.

Q.   And are you familiar with his reputation in his community?

A.   I'm sorry.  I must have misheard the previous question.  I'm

somewhat familiar with his reputation in his community. He does not

particularly have a reputation in my community.  It's thousands of miles

away.  He doesn't practice here.

Q.   Just for clarity, where is your community?

A.   Los Angeles, California.

Q.   Okay.  Never been there.  I understand it's hot.

A.   It's very pleasant right now.  High 60s.

Q.   And you're familiar with Mr. Ollinger's reputation in

Mr. Ollinger's community; is that right?

A.   Yes.  Throughout Florida, Central Florida, and south Florida.

Q.   And what is that reputation as you understand it?
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A.   A sterling, honest, vigorous, dedicated plaintiff's attorney and

foreclosure attorney as well.

Q.   What's the most important thing that Judge Sweet needs to

know about Mr. George Ollinger when it comes to considering these

aggravating and mitigating factors that we're looking at today?

A.   Well, from a big picture perspective, I would say that having

listened to counsel for the Bar and his opening statement, I was

stunned and somewhat appalled to see that they're trying to disbar a

man of such experience over $15,000 of accounting error.

I can tell you that for my dad, it's never been about money.

It's about protecting the little guy and    sorry. It's about keeping

people from being pushed around.  And so, if he was using that

$15,000 for costs, I have no doubt in my mind that he believed those

costs to be absolutely necessary to represent the interests of his

clients and preserve their rights.
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It's not about the money for him.  It's about doing what's

right and keeping people from being pushed around.

Q.   So you've seen him fight the good fight.

A.   Yes.  I remember when I was young, he would sorry.  This

whole thing is upsetting.  When I was young, he would frequently take

calls late at night from clients and later we would find out these people

never paid him a dime.  He would work all night, every night some

nights, through months for his clients.  These people were not paying

him.  He never saw a dime from a lot of those cases. He just wanted

to do what's right for these people.  So, yes, I would say yes.

Q.   One of the factors we're looking at is an absence of a

dishonest or selfish motive.  Tell me about Mr. George Ollinger and his

motives for doing the kind of cases we see talked about when it comes

to the Ramschwar family and Miss Claudia.

A.   I should say I don't know anything about the underlying case.

I don't know what the facts of it were, but I have to assume that 
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strike that.  I shouldn't assume anything.  He's never had an ill motive

in his life.  He's never done anything out of penny pinching or

greediness.  He's only done what he thought was right for the client.

And I'm comfortable saying that he absolutely would've done that

here, because that's the way he's always behaved.

Q.   So to allege that he had a dishonest or selfish motive, is that

consistent or inconsistent with his character as you've known it to be

all your life?

A.   It is absolutely inconsistent with his character to assert that

he was either dishonest or selfish.

Q.   There's some talk about the possibility of a written

reprimand; maybe even a sanction as long as 60 days, possible

maximum of 90.

Assuming some sort of sanction like that was imposed,

how would that affect the behavior of Mr. George Ollinger?
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A.   He would take it very seriously.  And I know for a fact, based

on conversations with him, that he's taken this entire process

extremely seriously, as it is, and I believe he's learned that he needs to

keep a much closer eye on the account.

Q.   So he's not a dollars and cents guy, but he would learn to at

least watch the dollars and cents in the trust account from this, is that

what you're saying?

A.   I'm convinced that he will be even more fastidious in the

future about it.

From an emotional perspective, the subjective impact of a

sanction, I can tell you that as an attorney, if you push pause on my

practice for even a day that I'm suspended, it's going to ruin my life for

a year or more.  And I've only practiced for eight years.  Being in his

shoes and the reset that this has forced him to go through, it's an

extreme sanction already and he certainly learned his lesson.

Q.   I want to thank you for testifying today.
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A.   Thank you, Mr. McGinley.

THE COURT:  Cross examination?

CROSS EXAMINATION

BY MR. BRYK:

Q.   Mr. Ollinger, is your first name

Joseph?

A.   That's right.

Q.   All right.  Just for these few

questions I have, if I reference Mr. Ollinger,

I'm referencing Mr. Joseph Ollinger.

At the very beginning, I sort of like

apologized because I knew this was going to be

unpleasant for you.  And in other cases that

I've had, I've never seen a child of a

respondent not become emotional, so please,
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don't feel bad about that at all.  That's

completely natural and normal and I've seen it

a dozen times.

Are you admitted to practice law in

Florida?

A.   No, I'm not.

Q.   Where are you admitted to practice?

A.   California only and the federal courts

of the Northern and Central District.

Q.   And you say you've been practicing for

eight years?

A.   That's right.  Since December 3rd,

2012.

Q.   And where did you go to law school?
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A.   Southwestern University School of Law.

Don't hold that against me.

Q.   I went to Vermont, ah.

A.   Wonderful.

Q.   It was a great place.  But I'm taking

up time here.  You've never been the subject of

a disciplinary proceeding at all; is that

correct?

A.   Never.  Never.

Q.   Have you ever had a grievance filed

against you?

A.   Never.  Not once.

Q.   Congratulations.  That's very good.

What type of practice do you have?
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A.   It's mostly plaintiffs and litigation

right now.  Most of my cases are privacy cases.

State background check law cases.  I also do

landlord/tenant and sort of a general

plaintiffs practice.

Q.   Okay.  Well, Mr. Ollinger, I'm sorry I

upset you.  I know I did.

A.   I don't blame you personally, Mr. Bryk.

I know you're trying to do your job and

investigate as rigorously and as earnestly as

you can.  So I don't blame you.  No hard

feelings.

Q.   I really appreciate you coming here

today and speaking with you.  Thank you.  I

have nothing further.
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MR. McGINLEY:  Nothing further, Your

Honor.

THE COURT:  You may be excused,

Mr. Ollinger.

THE WITNESS:  Thank you, Your Honor.

THE COURT:  Call your next witness.

MR. McGINLEY:  Miss Bonnie Ollinger.

THE WITNESS:  Okay.
MR. McGINLEY:  Okay.  Were you

previously sworn?

(Witness Remotely Sworn by the Court

Reporter)

THE WITNESS:  So help me God, yes.

BONNIE OLLINGER,

having been first remotely sworn, testified as follows:
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DIRECT EXAMINATION

BY MR. McGINLEY:
Q.   Would you state your full name for the

Record, please?

A.   Bonnie Knoblet Ollinger.

Q.   What do you do for a living, please?

A.   I retired.  I taught school for 30

years.  I get to retire.

Q.   Teaching school is not easy.  Thank you

for doing it.

A.   No.

Q.   Do you know George Ollinger?

A.   Yes.  I was married to him for 35 or 36

years.  Maybe more.  I'm still married to him,

actually.
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Q.   All right.  And did you ever observe

Mr. George Ollinger act in an unprofessional or

unethical way?

A.   No.  He's a dragon slayer.  He goes

after injustice with a passion that sometimes

gets him in trouble because he's so out to fix

it for the little guy.

When he was sanctioned for the

disabilities, it was at a time where a disabled

person couldn't eat in 90 percent of the places

in Brevard or even Orlando.  There was no

access to the courthouse in some of our

counties.  And, you know, he went, he literally

went after the Disabilities Act and he got

sanctioned.  And, you know, that sounded like,
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oh, he's going after whatever.  But he was just

like, disabled people should have the same

rights as other people.

And this case, that trailer park killed

Miss Claudia.  And her family should have

wanted to go after them.  And I don't know if

you are    have had a death in your family, but

it can get real ugly among the siblings and it

sounded    I was just, you know, I don't pay

that much attention to his cases, but I was

sort of on the fringe of hearing this and that

and it sounded like it got real ugly among the

siblings.  Everybody thought they should have

all of the money.  And, you know, and he was

focused on the injustice of how they pulled the
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woman's, the woman's shed down and she's going

after them and ended up dying from what

happened to her with them pulling down her

shed, which just was horrible.  And she was a

poor black woman.  And she was targeted.  And

he was literally in his "get on your white

horse, raise your sword and slay the dragon"

and, you know, okay.  I'm sorry.  I

overelaborated.

Q.   No, no.  That's fine.  I'm picturing

St. George slaying the dragon.

Are you familiar with Mr. George

Ollinger's reputation in your community?

A.   Yes, I am.

Q.   What is his reputation?
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A.   He's respected by judges and lawyers

alike.

Q.   And one of the reasons for mitigation

we're arguing is his character or his

reputation.  Tell me about that character and

reputation as you understand it.

A.   Well, like I said before, and like Joe

said, he never really was in it for the money.

He never worried about money.  It was like, oh,

I'll live on my credit cards forever if I have

to or whatever, because he just always had

faith that eventually, it would even out.  He

was always trying to help the person who was

abused.  And there are a lot us in the world

who have been, you know put down, schlepped on,
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whatever.  And that was    those were mostly

his clients.

Q.   If Mr. Ollinger's to be sanctioned, and

that sanction were to be something like a

written reprimand, plus a suspension of 60

days, maybe even as many as 90 days, how would

that affect Mr. Ollinger and his behavior?

A.   Well, it's already practically ruined

his practice because you've pretty much stopped

him from practicing law for what?  90 days or

so.

Back in the day, that first reprimand

that he got, about the misappropriation or the

putting the money in the wrong place, I think

we were, like, 24.  I'm going to be 70 this
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week.  I mean, it was, it was, you know, it was

so very, very long ago.  That, um, I am sure

that this one is going to stick in his head

until he retires because as I said, he's going

to be 70 and he will be very careful about

making sure that all of the I's are dotted and

the T's are crossed and the money is exactly

where it belongs.

Q.   In your opinion, what's the most

important thing that Judge Sweet needs to know

about Mr. George Ollinger when he's considering

these aggravating and mitigating factors?

A.   Well, I told George, just tell him to

screw it and retire because, you know, to me,

this was so ridiculous.  As my son said, all
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of, all of this, you know, baloney over $15,000

that was in the wrong account and, you know,

whatever.  And the fact that he did not pursue

the class action suit, which you know, really

that would've been a very big class action suit

if he pursued it, but he passed it on to

another attorney.

I think he's still got a lot of good

things to do for people and I think you would

be making a big mistake and I think you would

be hurting him irreparably because his identity

is so tied up with being an attorney that I

don't think he'd know who he was if he wasn't a

lawyer.

Q.   Thank you for testifying today.
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A.   You're welcome.

THE COURT:  Cross examination?

MR. BRYK:  Just a couple questions.

CROSS EXAMINATION

BY MR. BRYK:
Q.   Miss Ollinger, thank you so much for

being here today.  Your testimony was quite

refreshing, to be quite honest with you.

You mentioned during your testimony

something about the children all believing that

they deserved all the money.

A.   I was just throwing that out because

I've been in situations where people have died

and kids are horrible.  You know, they

literally are wonderful until the person dies
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and then they're attacking each other like

viciously on cubs.  I was generalizing.  I

don't know about those children.  I have never,

ever really stuck my nose that much in his

business.  He would say da, da, da, da, da.

But I tried to not be that person who knew

things I shouldn't know.  And what I said about

the children, that was just an hypothesis.

I've seen so many of my friends who have passed

and their kids just got really ugly.  You know,

they were all scratching and clawing for

whatever money there was.

Q.   Miss Ollinger, because I went through

the death of both of my parents, do you find
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that sometimes children believe they've won the

lottery because their parents died?

A.   Absolutely.  Absolutely.  And mostly 

and this was not Miss Claudia's fault.  She

certainly did not intend to die.  She was not

an old person.  She didn't    if the person who

dies doesn't have a really clear cut will and

really clear cut specifications about what to

do, it becomes really, really nasty.  And I

don't think Miss Claudia was prepared to die.

Q.   Miss Ollinger, thank you very much for

coming in today.  I really appreciated your

testimony.

MR. BRYK:  I don't have anything

further, Judge.
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THE COURT:  All right.  Mr. McGinley,

call your next witness.

MR. McGINLEY:  Yes.  Miss Caitlin

Ollinger, please.

THE COURT:  Good afternoon.

(Witness Remotely Sworn by the Court

Reporter)

THE WITNESS:  Yes, absolutely.

CAITLIN OLLINGER,

having been first remotely sworn, testified as follows:

DIRECT EXAMINATION

BY MR. McGINLEY:
Q.   Would you state your full name for the

Record, please?

A.   Caitlin Ollinger.

Q.   What do you do for a living, please?
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A.   I'm a yoga teacher.

Q.   Do you know Mr. George Ollinger?

A.   Yes.

Q.   How do you know him?

A.   He's my dad.

Q.   So you've known him all your life.

A.   Yes.

Q.   Have you ever observed Mr. George

Ollinger act in an unprofessional or unethical

way?

A.   Absolutely not.

Q.   Have you ever observed George Ollinger

violate any of the rules of the Bar?

A.   No.
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Q.   Are you familiar with Mr. George

Ollinger's reputation in your community?

A.   Yes.  He has an outstanding reputation.

Q.   One of the reasons for mitigation we're

alleging is his character or reputation, so

what is that character or reputation and how

would you describe it?

A.   Um, I'm going to echo what everyone

else has pretty much said.  That his, his

reputation is golden.  That he cares about the

underdog.  He wants to fight for the little

guy.  And that he puts other people above

himself.  Like, he's really in this profession

to help people, which is wonderful thing and I

don't think he should be punished for that.
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Q.   Regarding the testimony about his

reputation, you heard Ms. Bonnie Ollinger

testify.  You heard Mr. Joseph Ollinger

testify.  Do you disagree with any of their

testimony?

A.   No.  I agree completely.

Q.   So what's the most important thing, in

your opinion, that Judge Sweet needs to know

about Mr. George Ollinger when considering

these aggravating and mitigating factors today?

A.   That he's a good, honest person with a

solid reputation and that he, like everyone

else has said, cares about other people more

than himself and would do anything to help the

greater good and to help the little guy.
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Q.   Thank you for your testimony today.

A.   Thank you.

THE COURT:  Any questions, Mr. Bryk?

MR. BRYK:  Just very briefly.

CROSS EXAMINATION

BY MR. BRYK:
Q.   Miss Ollinger    and when I refer to

Miss Ollinger, I'm only referring to Caitlin

Ollinger.  Was your father a good dad?

A.   Yes.  Absolutely.

Q.   He's still a good dad?

A.   Yep.  Absolutely.

Q.   My sister teaches yoga.  And thank you

very much.

MR. BRYK:  Nothing further, Your Honor.
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THE WITNESS:  Thank you.

THE COURT:  All right.  Mr. McGinley,

call your next witness.

MR. McGINLEY:  We call Mr. John Glover.

THE WITNESS:  Okay.

THE COURT:  Please raise your right

hand, sir, to be sworn.

(Witness Remotely Sworn by the Court

Reporter)

THE WITNESS:  Yes, I do.

JONATHAN GLOVER,

having been first remotely sworn, testified as follows:

DIRECT EXAMINATION

BY MR. McGINLEY:
Q.   Would you state your name for the

Record, please?
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A.   Jonathan Glover.

Q.   What do you do for a living, please?

A.   I'm a college professor.

Q.   Do you know Mr. George Ollinger?

A.   Yes, I do.

Q.   How do you know him?

A.   He is my father in law.

Q.   So you would've known him for how long?

A.   I've known him for about ten years.

Q.   So a decade?

A.   Yes.

Q.   Have you ever observed Mr. George

Ollinger act in an unprofessional or unethical

way?

A.   No, I have not.
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Q.   To your knowledge, have you ever

observed Mr. George Ollinger violate any of the

rules that regulate the Florida Bar?

A.   No.  Definitely not.

Q.   Are you familiar with Mr. George

Ollinger's reputation in your community?

A.   Yeah.  I knew in our community, he has

a reputation of being a lawyer who is not just

trying to get a big payday, you know.  Everyone

knows lawyers aren't cheap, you know.

Q.   Yes.

A.   And this is one of the things that

makes, it makes it hard for people to get legal

representation when they need it.  And he kind

of has a reputation of being someone that you
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can approach and try and get something going,

even if you don't have a large bank account,

you know.  And as my other    my in laws and

wife brought up, you know, a lot of these cases

that he took on didn't even    he didn't even

get any payment for a lot of the representation

or consultation he was giving.

Q.   Now, in your opinion, what's the most

important thing that Judge Sweet needs to know

today about Mr. George Ollinger when

considering these aggravating and mitigating

factors?

A.   Well, I think he should know that

George, in my experience, has always been a

very diligent person; with a lot of integrity.
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So whatever happened with this case here, you

know, it was an oversight, an accident on his

part.  And so, I would believe that he's going

to make every effort possible to make sure he

doesn't repeat those mistakes and those errors.

Q.   I want to thank you for your testimony

today.

A.   You're welcome.

THE COURT:  Mr. Bryk, any questions?

MR. BRYK:  Just a couple.

CROSS EXAMINATION

BY MR. BRYK:
Q.   Mr. Glover?

A.   Yes.

Q.   Are you married to Caitlin Ollinger?
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A.   Yes.

Q.   Okay.  Thank you.  Where are you a

college professor?

A.   Indian River State College in Vero

Beach and Fort Pierce.

Q.   And do you have a Ph.D.?

A.   Yes, I do.

Q.   And what's your Ph.D.?

A.   English.

Q.   I started my Ph.D.; didn't finish it,

but I admire you very much for that.  Thank you

so much for being here today.

MR. BRYK:  Your Honor, nothing further.

THE COURT:  All right.  Call your next

witness.
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MR. McGINLEY:  We call Mr. James Boyles.

(Witness Remotely Sworn by the Court

Reporter)

THE WITNESS: I do.

JAMES BOYLES,

having been first remotely sworn, testified as

follows:

DIRECT EXAMINATION

BY MR. McGINLEY:

Q.   Would you state your name for the

Record,

please?

A.   James Boyles.

Q.   And what do you do for a living,

please?
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A.   I'm retired.

Q.   Do you know Mr. George Ollinger?

A.   I have known George for 60 years. I'm

probably

the oldest person that's known him in this

group.

Q.   Well, you get the award for that. How

is it

that you know him?

A.   George and I grew up together in

Okinawa.

Q.   Wow. So did I mishear you?  I thought

you said

you've known him for 16 years?

A.   Sixty, 6 0.
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Q.   6 0. I was going to say I've known

Mr. Ollinger more than 17 years. Oh, okay. So 6

0

years.

A.   Yes.

Q.   So in those 60 years, have you ever

observed

Mr. George Ollinger to act in an unprofessional

or

unethical way?

A.   Well, I've known George personally and

also as

a client. I've used George four times and in

each of
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those four cases, everything that you talk

about, nothing

has come up. And one of my key philosophies of

retaining

friendship, first of all, is credibility.

Second of all,

is integrity. And if they don't have those

things, no

matter how close I am, I will not continue that

friendship or continue that association.

I've been a hotel general manager for

twenty

years. I've managed a hotel that was a thousand

rooms,
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4,000 people, to a hotel with 60 rooms with

only 180

people. But those things I hold dear because

those

things are what makes the person, the person

they are.

And I feel George has those things from dealing

professionally, and dealing professionally

meaning as a

client and personally knowing him and continue

that

friendship with him.

Q.   So you've been his client no fewer than

four

times; is that right?
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A.   Yes.  And the last one was about 18

years ago.

And you talk about money.  Eighteen years ago,

when I

left to go to become    to work overseas in

Indonesia, my

ex wife filed a divorce about six months after

I left.

And her lawyer had frozen all my assets,

including my

paycheck, and nobody could help me. And I

finally

remembered that George was in Florida. I called

him up
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and he said, Jimmy, don't worry about the

money. I'll

take care of it. No problem.

So that's, that's the beginning. And the

last three has been handling my wife's

immigration. Handling my will. And now handling

my current court case, which is against my ex

wife for fraud.

Q.   And has he always acted professionally

and

ethically in all these cases and all these

instances?

A.   As I said, I hold integrity as one of

my key
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philosophies that whole    everything I do, and

I feel

that George has integrity.

Q.   As a client, you must have turned to

Mr. Ollinger more than once to get some legal

advice. In

your experience, did Mr. Ollinger have the

attitude of,

well, let's get around the law, let's ignore

the law, or

on the opposite, did he have a more

conservative attitude

such as, let's always obey the law?

A.   George is very passionate about what he

does.
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Even if you ask for advice, and it's contrary

to what he

thinks it should be, he will try to argue the

case with

you and convince you. But in the end, we find a

very

amicable solution or a situation where we can

move

forward. But he is passionate. He's not going

to sit

there and say yes, yes, yes. Absolutely not.

He's

passionate about what he does. So he will argue

with you

no matter what.
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Q.   So even if his own attorney might

misspeak,

he'll speak up and correct his own attorney,

won't he?

A.   Probably, yes.

Q.   Now, sir, in your opinion, what's the

most

important thing that Judge Sweet needs to know

about

Mr. George Ollinger when it comes to the

aggravating and

mitigating factors today?

A.   Well, as I said, I'm no lawyer. I only

know my
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personal, personal relationship with George. I

think the

Judge needs to know that George has integrity.

Integrity

means everything. Always doing the right thing

no matter

what. And that, that philosophy holds true in

business

and holds true in personal life. And that, to

me, is

paramount if you want to continue having a good

life with

everybody.

Q.   Now, sir, you've got a pending lawsuit

where
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Mr. Ollinger was your attorney until the

suspension; is

that right?

A.   A. Yes.

Q.   Do you

A.   I'm a little concerned.

Q.   Do you want Mr. Ollinger to resume

representation and to help you in that case?

A.   As I said, the driving principle when I

deal

with people, number one, is integrity. If I

felt George

didn't have integrity, I wouldn't be using him

no matter

what.
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Q.   Now, you were here, and I mean no

disrespect to

my opposing counsels, but you were here when

they

described how they viewed the facts of Mr.

Ollinger's

case and the accusations that they're making

against him.

Despite those statements, do you still want Mr.

Ollinger

to be your attorney in this pending case?

A.   As I said, I deal with people based on

what

I    how I deal with them and how they've

treated me. I
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don't know anything else that's happened with

other

people. I only know that George has treated me

with

credibility and with integrity and that's all I

value.

And I continue to strive for that.

Q.   If this Court has the power to put Mr.

Ollinger

back in the fight in your case defending you,

do you want

this Court to do that?

A.   Absolutely. And I come from a selfish

point of
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view. Because as I said, I want George to

represent me

as my counsel because I feel and I know that he

has

credibility and integrity with me.

Q.   Thank you for your testimony today,

sir.

A.   Thank you.

THE COURT: Mr. Bryk, questions?

CROSS EXAMINATION

BY MR. BRYK:

Q.   Mr. Boyles?

A.   Yes.

Q.   You said that Mr. Ollinger represented

you in
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four cases?

A.   Yes. Well, not four cases. Four

attorney

relationships. One was a divorce, one was an

immigration, one was a will and then my current

one.

Q.   And what is your current    what's the

current

case?

A.   It's a fraud case against my ex wife.

Q.   And Mr. Ollinger advised you that he

was    he

provided you a copy of the order that he was

being

suspended, correct?
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A.   He's been keeping me up to date, even

before,

saying this might happen. And he did send me

the

information, yes.

Q.   Is Mr. Ollinger still the attorney of

record

for you?

A.   No. We're trying to change it to Mr.

McGinley.

Q.   Has he withdrawn from your case with

the Court,

if you know?

A.   Um, as far as I know, yes.
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Q.   Has he continued doing work on your

case?

A.   No. Everything has stopped.

Q.   And was there a stay put in place on

your case,

a stay meaning a delay?

A.   There was a delay until this hearing

was over,

I believe.

Q.   And did Mr. Ollinger seek that stay

A.   Yes. I think.

Q.      to the best of your knowledge?

A.   Yes.

Q.   All right. Mr. Boyles, thank you so

much for
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coming in today. Thank you.

A.   Thank you.

THE COURT:  Okay.  I noticed a

Mr. Aresto (ph) has joined the call.  Are

you a witness in this case, sir?

MR. McGINLEY:  Are you Mr. Terry Brewer?

MR. BREWER:  Yes.

THE COURT:  Okay.  Are you Mr. Brewer?

MR. BREWER:  Yes, I am, sir.

THE COURT:  Okay.  Is that one of your

witnesses, Mr. McGinley?

MR. McGINLEY:  Yes.  With the Court's

permission, yes.

THE COURT:  All right.  Mr. Brewer,

please raise your right hand, sir.
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(Witness Remotely Sworn by the Court

Reporter)

THE WITNESS:  Yes.

TERRY BREWER,

having been first remotely sworn, testified as follows:

DIRECT EXAMINATION

BY MR. McGINLEY:

Q.   Would you state your full name for the

Record, please?

A.   Terry Brewer.

Q.   What do you do for a living, please?

A.   I work with Mr. Ollinger as a

paralegal.

Q.   So you know Mr. Ollinger?

A.   I've known him since 1997.
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Q.   All right.  Have you ever observed

Mr. George Ollinger act in an unprofessional or

unethical way?

A.   No, sir.  Never.

Q.   Did you ever observe Mr. George

Ollinger violate any of the rules regulating

the Florida Bar?

A.   No, sir.  Never.

Q.   Are you familiar with Mr. George

Ollinger's reputation in your community?

A.   Yes, I am.

Q.   What is Mr. Ollinger's reputation in

your community?

A.   He has a stellar reputation of helping

people and doing everything aboveboard.
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Q.   Now, Judge Sweet needs to consider

whether or not there's a punishment for

Mr. Ollinger, so in your opinion, what's the

most important thing Judge Sweet needs to know

today about Mr. George Ollinger in order to

make that recommendation?

A.   Mr. Ollinger is a good person.  And he

never sets out to do anything to undermine

anybody.  And I'm also a minister.  And if

Mr. Ollinger has made a mistake, he never

intentionally set out to do anything to harm

anybody.

Q.   Now, I hear you mentioned you're a

minister and thank you for that work.  One of

the mitigating factors we're alleging is that
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Mr. Ollinger had an absence of a dishonest or

selfish motive.  Stated somewhat differently,

he wasn't dishonest, he wasn't selfish.  Can

you shed any light on whether that is an

appropriate mitigating factor here?

A.   Mr. Ollinger has never acted in a

dishonest manner.  He never would, with any of

the clients that I've seen him with, say

something that's not right.  He always stayed

within the law.  And he always tells his

clients to tell the truth and abide by the law.

Q.   When he gave advice about staying

within the law, was he trying to walk the line,

was he trying to get around things or was he a
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straight shooter who followed the law to the

letter?

A.   He was a straight shooter when teaching

his clients about taking depositions, and he

would always tell them, always tell the truth.

Q.   Typically, what was Mr. Ollinger's

motivation when he took on a case and he

represented a client?

A.   His motivation was to help the client.

Q.   Have you worked with other attorneys

other than Mr. Ollinger?

A.   Yes, I have.

Q.   Where does Mr. Ollinger rank among

attorneys, in your opinion?

A.   Number one.
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Q.   You didn't hesitate to answer that.

Sounds like a firm belief; is that right?

A.   Absolutely.  Absolutely.  I decided to

only work with Mr. Ollinger because some

attorneys did not come up to the standard that

I believe in a Godly manner.

Q.   So when it comes to working two

professions, minister and paralegal, I imagine

you hold yourself to a pretty high standard, do

you not?

A.   Absolutely.

Q.   And is Mr. Ollinger's standard

compatible with yours?

A.   Absolutely.
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Q.   I want to thank you for your testimony

today, sir.

A.   Thank you, sir.

THE COURT:  Any questions, Mr. Bryk?

CROSS EXAMINATION

BY MR. BRYK:

Q.   Mr. Brewer, I don't mean to be disrespectful. What do

your parishioners call you?

A.   What do they call me?

Q.   Yeah, your parishioners.

A.   Minister.

Q.   Minister?

A.   Minister Brewer.

Q.   Minister Brewer.  All right.  Minister Brewer, you

indicated that you're a paralegal?
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A.   Yes.

Q.   And that you've known Mr. Ollinger since 1997?

A.   Yes, sir.

Q.   And based upon your answers to some questions, you

have worked for Mr. Brewer    I'm sorry, you've worked for

Mr. Ollinger, correct?

A.   Yes, sir.

Q.   And when did you work for Mr. Ollinger?

A.   Um, in about 2000, when I first met him, he was a

college professor teaching at Webster College.  And shortly

after, I began to work with him.

Q.   And how long did you work with Mr. Ollinger?

A.   Over 20 years.

Q.   Are you currently working for Mr. Ollinger?

A.   Yes.
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Q.   And 

A.   I'm not doing anything now, but he's not

Q.   Let me rephrase that question.  Up to the time

Mr. Ollinger was suspended, were you working for Mr. Ollinger

as an independent contractor?

A.   Yes.

Q.   And you did paralegal work for him?

A.   Yes.

Q.   Did you work on the case involving, good gosh, I know

I'm going to say this wrong.  The Ramschwars?

A.   No, sir.

Q.   Okay.  Did you have any dealings with Mr. Ollinger's

trust account at all?

A.   No, sir.
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Q.   All right.  Well, thank you, Minister.  I appreciate you

coming in today.

MR. BRYK:  I have nothing further.

MR. McGINLEY:  Nothing further.  Thank you.

THE COURT:  Anymore witnesses?

THE WITNESS:  Thank you.

MR. McGINLEY:  Yes, sir.  Our last witness, sir. Your

Honor, Mr. George Ollinger, himself.

MR. QUINN:  Your Honor, this is Dan Quinn, co

counsel for the Bar.  I have to be somewhere else on

Zoom at four o'clock, so can I have your permission to

leave in about five minutes?

THE COURT:  Sure.

MR. QUINN:  Thank you, Your Honor.

THE COURT:  Whenever you wish.  All right.
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(Witness Remotely Sworn by the Court Reporter)

THE WITNESS:  Yes.

GEORGE EDWARD OLLINGER, III, ESQUIRE,

having been first remotely sworn, testified as follows:

DIRECT EXAMINATION

BY MR. McGINLEY:

Q.   Mr. Ollinger, one of the mitigating

factors we're arguing is that absence of a

dishonest or selfish motive.  Is it true that

you believe the written contracts with the

Ramschwar clients allowed you to apply

collected funds toward costs?

A.   Yes.

Q.   Why did you believe that, sir?
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A.   Um, from, you know, from what I, from

what I researched about collected funds.  And I

might be mistaken about the collected funds.

In our contract, I believe that we had agreed

that those costs, I would be reimbursed for

those costs.

Q.   Is it true that you thought that the

closing statements weren't due yet when you

wrote yourself the costs for reimbursement

check out of the trust account fund?

A.   Yes.  My understanding was that, you

know, I looked at it and then looked at the

settlement statement and I know the Bar

disagreed.  I think, I believe the Bar

disagrees about that.  But it said that the
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closing statement should be made at the end of

the case.  And in this situation, the case

didn't end.  We didn't come to a conclusion at

the end of the case.

Q.   Did you do your best, sir, to advise

the clients of the costs in a timely manner?

A.   Yes.

Q.   Did you do your best to protect your

client's interests even after dismissal?

A.   Yes, I did.

Q.   And there was some mention about asking

the Bar what to do once the costs were in

dispute and getting some opinions.  I think

maybe there was a reference to four times you

got Bar opinions.  Can you tell us about that?
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A.   Yes.  I contacted the ethics counsel of

the Florida Bar for advice on how to go on

this, on this case.  The first one was about

the personal representative and who should 

how we should go about getting a personal

representative.  Because at first, from the

information the clients gave me, they didn't

need a PR because the amount of the estate was

so low.  If it was under, I think $70,000, you

know, you don't need a personal representative.

And then we found out that the estate was worth

more than that and we had to go through a full

administration.

So I realized that, excuse me, it was

out of my league and I should refer this over
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to a probate specialist, which was Jan

Kerkhoff, which I did.  I contacted Attorney

Kerkhoff and set up an appointment for the

complainant, Mr. Ramschwar, to meet with her,

so that we could get a personal representative,

because the cases were on hold.  We needed a

personal representative in all the cases.  And

they never showed up for the appointment with

Jan Kerkhoff.

And also, they didn't show up    they no

showed for four of my appointments with them.

So we

Q.   Forgive me if I interrupt you there,

but the bottom line is you had an honest
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motive.  You did not have a selfish motive,

would you agree?

A.   Yes.  Absolutely.  Yeah.

Q.   And another mitigating factor we're

arguing is the timely, good faith effort to

make restitution or to rectify the

consequences.  How is it that you did that?

A.   Well, I saw that on his,

Mr. Ramschwar's original Bar complaint, at the

end he was asking for the return of $10,000.

So I offered him that money.  As a matter of

fact, I offered him the entire 15,000.  And I

thought we had a settlement, because he had an

attorney, Christopher Broom.  And at that

point, you know, the Bar said I needed a
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closing statement.  So I sent, I sent the

complainant a closing statement to sign and

said, I'll send you the settlement check when

you sign this closing statement.  And then I

heard back from his attorney that Mr. Ramschwar

didn't want to go through with the settlement

and would not sign the closing statement even

if I gave him all the money that was in

dispute.

Q.   So you tried.  You tried; is that

right?

A.   Yeah.  Yeah.  Yeah, that's right.  And

you know, I'm still, you know, I'm still

willing, you know, but, you know, to give them

back that money.  But apparently, you know, I
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don't know what's going on with their end also,

because I was told not to communicate with him

or any of the others.

Q.   Another reason for mitigation we're

arguing is a full and free disclosure to the

Bar and cooperative attitude toward the

proceedings.  Can you tell us in what way did

you do that?

A.   As soon as they wanted information, I

gave them all the information that they wanted.

I was fully cooperative.  I thought I had

nothing to hide.  I thought that I was doing

the right thing.  I thought I was doing the

right thing for the complainant and, you know,
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protecting his interests, like my research in

the law said that it was my obligation to do.

Q.   And we're arguing as a mitigating

factor your character and your reputation.  So

many folks spoke about that today.  Did they

accurately describe your character and

reputation in the community when they gave you

such glowing praise?

A.   Yes.

Q.   Another factor we're arguing is an

interim rehabilitation, which is closely

related to that other factor that we're

arguing, the imposition of other penalty or

sanctions.  So tell us in what way, sir, you've

had an interim rehabilitation.  In what way
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have other penalties or sanctions been imposed

upon you?

A.   Well, on the federal case with

Magistrate Hoffman, I went back over the

transcript and the interesting thing that 

the sanction was her admonishment.  And that 

and to terminate my, um, representation of the

complainant.  And I didn't put into the record

that my understanding of the law was that I had

to hang in there and protect their, protect

their interests in the case, which I thought

was what I was doing.  And basically, I didn't

do anything substantive for them except, you

know, try to be    try to keep    their

lawsuit, you know, was worth multi million
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dollars, trying to keep those alive for them

until they got another attorney.

Our agreement was, I told them we could

just file a substitute of counsel and do it

that way.  They could preserve their cases, but

that, that never happened.  I waited for them

to    I contacted their probate attorney,

Christopher Broom and Attorney Gonzalez, to try

to get them to take over the Minnesota Life

case and the wrongful death case and told them

there's millions of dollars there that, you

know, that, that these clients could have.  But

they never responded or seemed interested.
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Q.   Another mitigating factor we're arguing

is remorse.  Tell us in what way you feel

remorse.

A.   Well, I regret having gone through all

this.  I wish it would never have happened.  I

was willing to give, you know, the clients

everything that they wanted and me to walk

away, like so many other cases, with nothing.

But just having spent, you know, hundreds of

hours and a lot of money, and just give that up

to see if, you know, if we could just get past

this and    but that never happened.

Q.   The last mitigating factor we're

arguing is the remoteness of these prior
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offenses that have come up.  Tell us how this

factor applies here.

A.   Well, most of those offenses were a

long time ago.  And also, the Bar has their

standard boilerplate language for what the

sanction is.  I don't think a lot of the 

that boilerplate language ever applied to me.

For example, one was just a notary

violation.  And they    I was told that they

had to write that up as a conduct prejudicial

to the administration of justice.  And I had

asked, let's just say that I corrected a wrong

date on a, on a notarized answer to

interrogatories.  They say, no, they have to

use standard language.  And for what happened
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back in 1985, the memory I have about that

incident is different from what Bar counsel

said that, you know, comprised, said that what

happened.  My memory is, is much different

about that sanction from back in 1985 when I

was just starting out in the practice of law,

and those were my first personal injury cases.

But I never, you know, I never, I never

stole.  I never stole any of the client's

money.  It was my understanding I never spent

any of the client's money.  And, you know, I

suppose I made a mistake thinking that this

$15,000 was due to me and was mine.

And there's also, I forgot that I had a

second operating account at the time that had
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$93,000 in it.  And so, I thought that that

was, you know, that covered the $15,000, which

when I got the Florida Bar ethics opinion, said

if it's disputed funds, put it in trust, leave

it in trust and start a separate action, which

is what I did.  I tried to follow exactly what

the Bar wanted me to do and apparently, I

misunderstood the law on the closing statements

and whether it had to be at the end of the case

or not and what collected funds were.

I thought that, you know, the collected

funds were, you know, were mine and I could use

it to reimburse myself for costs.  And

apparently, my understanding of that law is

wrong.
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Q.   So in conclusion, Mr. Ollinger, what's

the most important things Judge Sweet needs to

know about you when considering the aggravating

and mitigating factors today?

A.   Well, that I'm a honest lawyer.  I

don't steal from my clients.  You know, I never

I didn't think that I ever spent this $15,000

because I had the $93,000 in my other operating

account, which I had forgotten about until

after this thing got started.  So then I got

confused on the    on my operating accounts

and, you know, I always thought that there was

enough money.  There was $93,000 in my second

one, which I had opened after I had sold some
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real estate.  So I was    you know, that got

mixed up.

And I always thought, well, there's, you

know, there's enough money in my operating

account to cover all this.  And then when the

Bar said that it's disputed funds, you know,

put it in trust, so that's what I did and

that's where it at.  So there was no theft.

There was no theft of that money.

If there was a mistake, you know, that I

put it in my operating account, then, you know,

that was my mistake.  But it was never

intentional.  And I never intended to steal the

money.  I don't need that money and I think the
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record shows that I didn't need the money and

basically, I didn't spend that money.

You know, my one operating account, you

know, went, went, below whatever it was so that

I had to get the, the overdraft protection in

there and that puzzled me.  And then when I

checked on it, I realized there was another

account with $93,000 in it.  And they didn't

coordinate those two accounts to cover each

other, which I thought, I thought it was.  So I

was mistaken in there as to what, you know, the

amount of money that was in my operating

account.

And the testimony, as far as it goes,

maybe I'm at fault for that, but the money was
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never, was never a priority with me.  Because I

always knew that, that, you know, I was able to

pay my bills and I was content with what I had.

I wasn't out to, you know, steal money or take

other peoples' money, which I've never had.

And it's actually the other way.  Usually I

give, I give the clients money and they ended

up, you know, they ended up not having to pay

me, but the defendants would.  The insurance

companies or whoever we're suing.

So, basically, mostly I would just front

the money for my clients and then, and then get

it out, also.  And then the other part of my,

my practice also, is that usually I do the work

first, before even getting a retainer, and then
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bill them after I did the work, you know, so I

wouldn't need a closing statement.

But, yeah, basically, you know, I'm an

honest person and I value my honesty; like

Mr. Boyle says, my integrity above everything.

And I always try to do the right thing for the

complainant.  And I try to protect their

interests, which I thought the law was, you

know.  Even after I was wrongfully discharged.

But in a nutshell, I'm an honest, I'm an honest

lawyer and a good guy.

Q.   Thanks for answering my questions,

Mr. Ollinger.

A.   You're welcome.

THE COURT:  Any Cross?
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MR. BRYK:  Just a couple.

CROSS EXAMINATION

BY MR. BRYK:
Q.   Now, Mr. Ollinger, since the

commencement of this case, have you had an

opportunity to review the rules regulating the

Florida Bar?

A.   Oh, yes.  Yeah.

Q.   And you are aware that the Supreme

Court of Florida drafts the rules that regulate

the Florida Bar?

A.   Um, yeah.  Yeah.  They have to approve,

they have to approve the rules, yes.

Q.   Because the rules regulating the

Florida Bar, are the rules that control what
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the Florida Bar can do.  And I'm an attorney

with the Florida Bar.  I'm an agent of the

Florida Bar.  So I don't create these rules.

The Supreme Court of Florida does.  Do you know

that?

A.   Yeah.  That's why I asked for those

four ethical opinions as to, you know, when I

was unsure as to what exactly to do.  I know

that the Florida Bar writes the rules.  So I

wrote them four times in this Ramschwar thing,

asking what I should do within those rules.

Q.   Actually, Mr. Ollinger, the Florida Bar

does not draft the rules.

Now, you called, I'm presuming, the

ethics hotline?
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A.   I wrote them.  I called and then I

wrote letters.

Q.   Okay.

A.   And you have copies of all those

letters where I'm asking for ethics opinions.

Q.   And on those four occasions, you had an

opportunity to speak to an assistant ethics

counsel, correct?

A.   Through e mails, yeah.  Not on the

telephone.  But when say speak to 

Q.   You communicate with.

A.   Yeah.  Communicate with, yeah, that

would be a better word.

Q.   All right.  So are you now aware that

you cannot disburse any funds from trust until
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your client approves the signed closing

statement?

A.   Well, yeah.  That's the way you're

interpreting it and I think you even said, I

think you even said you didn't know or you

didn't think that a closing statement was

needed at the end of the case because it was

not in the statement of client rights.

Q.   It is in the statement of client

rights.

A.   I'm confused on that, but from now on,

I'll get a closing statement for just about

everything no matter what stage the litigation

is.  If I get any money at all, they'll get 
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there's going to be a closing statement.  No

matter what stage the litigation is in.

Q.   And you gave your client the Statement

of Client Rights, correct?

A.   Yes, yes, and he signed that.  The

plaintiff signed that and it's in evidence.

It's in our evidentiary exhibit package.

Q.   And that document says until you

approve the closing statement, your lawyer

cannot pay any money to anyone.  Do you recall

that now?

A.   Well, you're leaving the, you're

leaving the part out about at the end of the

case.  You know, you can approve a closing
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statement and the disbursement of the money at

the close of the case.

Q.   I just read you a quote from the rule.

It just says until your client approves the

closing statement, you can't disburse any money

to anyone.

A.   You're talking about the closing

statement?

Q.   That's what the rule says.

A.   I just read the rules this morning and

there's, there's, there's a clause in there

about the end of the case.

Q.   Okay.  So once again, we disagree on

the rule.

A.   Pardon me?
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Q.   We disagree on the rules regulating the

Florida Bar.

A.   Um, I suppose, if you're saying, yeah,

if you're saying that the clause at the end of

the case isn't in there, yeah, we're

disagreeing.

Q.   It does say at the end of the case, but

it also provides that until your client

approves the closing statement which is signed,

that you cannot disburse any money to anyone.

A.   So Paragraph A to the closing

statement.

Q.   Yes.

A.   Which is still    which is, which is

the language from the Florida Bar's suggested
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closing statement.  Paragraph A, it says you,

the client, have the right to receive and

approve a closing statement at the end of the

case before you pay any money.

So you're saying that that language at

the end of the case is not    should not even

be in there?

Q.   No, I didn't say that.

MR. BRYK:  Your Honor, I would ask the

Court to take judicial notice of the rules

regulating the Florida Bar and specifically

the statement of client rights.

THE COURT:  Okay.

MR. BRYK:  Thank you so much.

BY MR. BRYK:
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Q.   When you were talking a moment ago

about overdraft protection for, you said

something, if I recall correctly, that you

believed there was overdraft protection, but

there was not?  I didn't understand that.

A.   Yeah.  I didn't, I didn't    I was

shocked when, when that was pointed out that,

you know, my 7277 operating account was

overdrafted because I thought there should have

been, you know, approximately $100,000 in

there.  And so that's what I thought.  I

thought that, you know, that operating account

had approximately $100,000    $90,000 in it.

Because I forgot that I had opened up another

operating account which had the $93,000 in it.
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So I always thought that the, you know,

the $15,000 was in the operating account and

was never spent.  That was my understanding.  I

suppose now, looking back, hindsight, I was

wrong about it, because I forgot about the

other, the two other    the other operating

account.

Q.   Do you have overdraft protection on

your trust account?

A.   No.  No.  I don't think so.

Q.   Okay.  All right.  Well, thank you very

much, Mr. Ollinger.

MR. BRYK:  I have nothing further, Your

Honor.

THE WITNESS:  You're welcome.
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MR. McGINLEY:  Nothing further, Your

Honor.  Thank you.

THE COURT:  Any rebuttal?

MR. BRYK:  No, Your Honor.

THE COURT:  Okay.  How do we proceed

from here?

MR. BRYK:  Well, Your Honor, at

beginning of today, I believe I basically

provided with you my closing statement.  And

I have provided you with an extremely long

memorandum of law as to sanctions and as I

said, that's not what I normally do.  It's

never usually that long.

But to summarize, based on the proven

allegations, the allegations that were
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proven of misconduct here, that the only

appropriate sanction, based upon

Mr. Ollinger's prior discipline for nearly

the same issues and more recent, you know,

discipline, he's been disciplined, I

believe, three times before this matter, and

the Court deals very harshly with people

with a disciplinary history.  And according

to the standards, the rules, the

misappropriation of funds, disbarment is the

only appropriate sanction for

misappropriation of funds.

And as I mentioned at the beginning, I

will be submitting a motion to assess costs

and a statement of costs as soon as
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possible.  And Mr. Ollinger and Mr. McGinley

have ten days to review that and bring on

any contest as to the appropriateness of

those costs.

THE COURT:  Mr. McGinley, do you want to

make a brief closing or 

MR. McGINLEY:  Yes, Your Honor.  And I

will be brief because I'm thankful for the

Court's generosity with its time today.

I made some promises in my opening

statement that I would deliver witness

testimony that proves up the mitigating

factors that I suggest apply, and I believe

I've come through on that promise.
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With that said, the burden of proof is

not mine.  The burden of proof has always

been the Bar's and the Bar did not prove or

meet its burden of proof for disbarment.

Disbarment clearly was a stretch under these

facts.

The Bar has stipulated to 3.3(b)(8)

applying.  And I believe I've proven that

the other six, I'm sorry, seven factors that

I addressed also apply.  With that proven, I

believe that if there were to be a sanction

today, that it should be no more than the

public reprimand that we've already suffered

and endured through the emergency
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suspension, in addition to the time served

under the emergency suspension.

As we apply the applicable Florida

standard for imposing attorney sanctions, we

see that a 60 day suspension, at the very

worst, is the harshest of the appropriate

sanctions.  Thank you for your time, Your

Honor.

THE COURT:  Okay.  All right.  Frankly,

I'm somewhat baffled that a 40 year lawyer

is stuck on this idea that it's not a

closing statement until it's the end of the

case.  The problem is, when money goes into

a trust account, it's not your money.  It

belongs to the client, whether it's at the
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beginning of the case or the end of the

case, and you cannot touch it unless you

have a signed settlement statement.

So it's rather    it doesn't matter at

what stage of the case the document is

prepared and signed, what matters is when

does the nature of the money change.  And

money typically is fungible, but I don't

think trust account money is fungible.  You

can't borrow it and pay it back.

This is a somewhat sympathetic case.

Mr. Ollinger seems like a good man; a decent

man, but these proceedings don't judge

whether you're a good guy.  Sometimes they
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do, but most of the time it's somebody did

something that they weren't supposed to do.

Given the strong Supreme Court case law,

I think if I recommended anything other than

disbarment, it would be reversed, so I'm 

my recommendation would be disbarment and

the assessment of costs.

Can you do what you have to do,

Mr. Bryk?

MR. BRYK:  Yes, Your Honor.  According

to the rules regulating the Florida Bar, the

Bar counsel in the case is required to

assist the Referee in the drafting of

documents.  I can draft you a proposed

Report of Referee.
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THE COURT:  Okay.

MR. BRYK:  Prior to that, I will submit

to you the motion to assess costs and the

statement of costs.  And I would ask that

before you sign the Report of Referee, you

allow Mr. McGinley and Mr. Ollinger ten days

to 

THE COURT:  Sure.

MR. BRYK:     dispute those costs.

THE COURT:  Sure.

MR. BRYK:  Other than misappropriation,

Your Honor, were there any other rules that

you found?

THE COURT:  Well, I thought I did that

at the prior hearing.
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MR. BRYK:  I did order an expedited

transcript and it indicated that 

THE COURT:  The withdrawal from the

trust account is a violation.  The deposit

into the operating account is a deposit

(sic).  The spending of the money in the

operating account is a violation.  Co

mingling.  I don't know if replacing it is a

separate violation, but it certainly doesn't

cure the violation.

MR. BRYK:  Well, Your Honor,

specifically as to the allegation of the

conflict of interest with regard to acting

outside his client's permission, which I've

alleged and 
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THE COURT:  Yeah, I think, I think

you've proven that.

MR. BRYK:  Thank you, Your Honor.

THE COURT:  Anything else?

MR. BRYK:  Your Honor, I will draft a

proposed Report of Referee which will go to

both you and Mr. McGinley at the same time.

Of course, Mr. McGinley has ten days after I

file the motion to assess costs and the

statement of costs and any issues 

THE COURT:  Okay.

MR. BRYK:     with the costs can be

addressed at a subsequent brief hearing.

THE COURT:  Very well.

MR. BRYK:  Thank you, Your Honor.
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THE COURT:  Thank you, gentlemen, and

madam court reporter.

MR. McGINLEY:  Thank you, Judge.

(Proceedings concluded at 4:16 p.m.)
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Whatever works best for you is fine with me.
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On Thu, Aug 5, 2021 at 6:03 PM Patrick McGinley <Patrick@mcginleylaw.com> wrote:
Thank you very much!!!!
 
Hey sorry for the trouble, and thanks for helping me. I'm a nervous nelly about filing stuff that can't use the "read out
loud" feature because I don't want to disadvantage the visually impaired. Now that I'm 50 and need reading glasses, I
can relate better to the visually impaired!
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know why I can't get any of those things to work on this PDF-A version you just sent me (or on the prior PDF you sent
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add your signature page at the end? I just don't want to file something in the court file that the visually impaired can't
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Is that ok with you if I do that?
 
Respectfully, 
 
Patrick John McGinley 
FL Bar Board Certified in Appellate Practice
Law Office of Patrick John McGinley, P.A.
2265 Lee Road Suite 100, Winter Park, FL 32789
(407) 681-2700 or (202) 464-9278 
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